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Fire at grain terminal results in evacuations
40 firemen tackle blaze
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

- -

More than 40 firefighters
fought a blaze at the Hutson
Grain Terminal Sunday. The
entire area was evacuated
because of potentially toxic
smoke from burning fertilizer.
According to public information officer Trooper Chuck
Robertson, Kentucky State Police
troopers asked approximately 100
residents to leave their homes.
The fire was reported at 2:11
p.m.
Volunteers from the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue were assisted
by the Murray Fire Department
and the Aurora-Ross Volunteer
Fire Department. Firefighters
were onthe scene for more than
eight hours.
CCFR Chief Greg Cherry said
he asked for assistance when he
first arrived.
"We decided to evacuate the
area because we were not 100
percent sure of what we were
dealing with," he said.
The burning structure housed
various fertilizers. However,
tanks containing an ammonianitrate product are located on
both sides of the building.

"Fire conditions were bad,"
according to Cherry.
A constant rain and calm winds
kept the smoke close to the
ground which made visibility
difficult.
Cherry saici the roof of the
structure was burning heavily in
the middle and advancing toward
the front. Firefighters used deck
guns and several hoses to get the
fire under control so that men
Cbtild work from inside the building, Cherry said.
"This is the biggest structure
fire we've had in a while." he
said.
Two floating pumps were
placed in Kentucky Lake to pump
water from the lake to a truck,
which helped push the water up
the hill. Cherry said he is not
sure how many gallons of water
were dumped on the blaze. The
Aurora-Ross Fire Department
shuttled several truck loads " of
water to the scene.
Damage estimates were not
available Monday morning. Cherry said approximately one-fourth
of the roof was destroyed. The
fire apparently began in the cen-

ter of the building.
A cause has not been determined. However, Cherry said
arson has been ruled out. The
Kentucky State-. Fire -Marshal's
office is investigating.
Several other agencies were
called in to help. West Kentucky
Rural Electric shut off electricity.
The Department of Environmental Protection was also advised of
the situation. Murray-Calloway
County ambulance personnel
were also on stand-by at the
scene.
The Paris-Henry County Fire
Department stood by at CCFR's
main station to assist with any
other major calls. Cherry said.
there were enough men who were
on .stand-by at county substations to answer other calls but
he requested additional manpowefirrein the event of another major
"If we had anything big, I
knew we'd need the help," he
said.
One firefighter, Jay Thomas,
was transported to Murray Calloway County Hospital after
he inhaled too much smoke. He
was treated and released.

STACEY CROOKIedgo, & T

Calloway County Fire-Rescue volunteers, along with several other agencies, discuss what actions shout
taken next after the Hutson Grain Terminal caught fire Sunday afternoon.

NAFTA's Chances?
Clinton pleads with Congres
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
supporters saying his presidency
is on the line, President Clinton
pleaded with Congress today to
give his divisive three -nation
trade deal a chancc, knowing the
pact can be scuttled after six
months.
"If we don't adopt this, we
will never know how good it
could be," Clinton told a group
of small business owners and
operators.
Noting that the North American Free Trade Agreement has an
escape clause, Clinton said, "If
all the naysayers are (right), the
treaty gives us the right to withdraw after six months."

He added: -The argument that
Ur
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Clinton, who was meeting pi]
vately with small groups of lcgu • See Page 2

Soap stars visit Murray
STACEY CROOK/edger & Times pholo

Former Gov. Julian Carroll shows visitors the pair of shoes, which have holes in the bottom, that he wore In
1971 while campaigning for lieutenant governor.

Wrather dedicates Carroll exhibit
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
It seems only fitting to dedicate an exhibit to the man who
got it all started.
Friends and admirers gathered
Sunday afternoon at the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum for the
unveiling of former Kentucky
Gov. Julian M. Carroll's
memorabilia.
A McCracken County native,
Carroll was the 54th governor of
the Commonwealth.
"We are still profiting from
your time in the legislature,"

Murray State University President Dr. Ronald J. Kurth told
Carroll.
Carroll, who was governor
from 1974 to 1979, agreed to
help fund the museum project in
1975.
Libby Hart, a founding member of the museum committee,
said during a program that Carroll agreed to the funding if the
community would raise some of
its own money and begin formulating plans.
Hart said the committee promised to do three things: display

MEETINGS

the names of all charter donors,
display Carroll's memorabilia
and maintain two representatives
from each of the eight counties in
the Jackson Purchase to guide the
museum.

"Until now circumstances have
prevented us from completing
those goals," she said. "But now,
20 years later, through which
plans have been formulated and
fine-tuned, we are able to present
an actual picture and we are
ready to spring forward."
MI See Page 2

FORUM

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Fans filtered into the Curris
Center ballroom faster than sands
through the hourglass to see two
of their favorite Days of Our
Lives soap opera stars.
Crystal Chappell, who formerly played Carly Manning, and
Peggy McCay, who plays Caroline Brady on the show, visited
Murray State University Saturday
to talk with fans and sign
autographs.
Chappell and McCay were in
the area for the WPSD/Lions
Club Telethon of Stars in
Paducah.
McCay joined the show seven
years ago and has experienced a
variety of challenges in her role
as head of the mighty Brady clan.
She has watched her children
die and return to life, go to prison
for a crime they did not commit
and become involved ip complex
story lines that are unexplainable.

El
CHAPPELL

MCCAY

But through it all, McCay has
stood firm in her role as mother protector.
"I think people do identify us
totally as our character," McCay
said. "I was doing a show one
time when my sister was faking
paralysis and when I would leave
the room, she would jump up and

walk arottod
II,
"Oric day ,
around vt hen ‘.1 Wc nriari amt,,
to Me arid tOld flit ni} shit'
is lust
able to v.:;!i .11,1
114dd tier '1 111.1 ian.1 tx- 1.•
nu hi do that!'"
sister

II See Page 2
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Board meets tonight at 5:30 p.m. at the
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•Mark Chellgren takes a look at legislative changes in Kentucky's tax law.
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Education funding looming as continuing problem

•

•
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Just because education reform
has not been financed at the
levels some think necessary, that
doesn't mean it isn't working or a
lot hasn't been accomplished, a
lawmaker says.
"Given the revolution that it
is, it's going well," Senate
Majority Leader David Kamm,
D-Louisville, said.
But Karem called funding
woes "an issue that the governor
and the Kentucky General
Assembly need to address, and it
needs to be our No. 1 priority."
Overall state funding for education increased by 37.8 percent
in the lust three years after the

Kentucky Education Reform Act
passed, while teacher salaries
rose 18 percent. About 140.000
students take tests that did not
exist four years ago.
Almost 700 schools have new
councils of teachers and parents
to run them. There are 373
family-resource and youth service centers to help poor
children and their families get the
social services they need.
But many worry that if the
state cannot continue to give districts more money, it will not be
able to satisfy the Kentucky
Supreme Court's mandate when it
declared the entire public-school
system uncopstitutional in 1988.

The court ruled that the school
system did not give students from
poor districts an adequate education. It ordered lawmakers to
change its method of financing
schools, and the legislature's
answer was the reform act.
Since the act's passage, the gap
between the richest fifth of
school districts and the poorest
fifth has been reduced by 52
percent.
Earlier this year, however, the
coalition of poor districts that
filed the original lawsuit rejuvenated itself in case it had to fight
for more money.
"The day will come when
someone will consider going

back to the court to ask it to
intervene again on behalf of the
poor districts," said Robert Sexton, the executive director of the
Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence.
But "ever-increasing dollars
aren't necessarily the best thing."
Sexton said. "The districts need
to be forced to decide what are
the absolute priorities, and they
need to be expected to eliminate
whatever waste is there."
In the past week, there has
been some bad money news for
the state's education system.
Recognizing the bleak budget
outlook, the Council on Higher
Education agreed last Monday to

ask for less money(mm the General Assembly than usual. The
council also raised tuition for the
160.000 students at the state's
public universities and community colleges.
The next day, Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen said it
would cost $653 million in the
next two years to do everything
called for in the Kentucky Education Reform Act. But he acknowledged that such an amount is far
beyond what he expects to
receive
Officials also said it would
cost $560 million to provide a
computer for every teacher and
six students. That was the goal of

the statewide school computer
project, a goal most agree is out
of reach for now.
"I'm a strong supporter of
education reform. but I think we
ought to adjust the program to
suit the money that's available,"
said Rep. Harry Moberly, DRichmond.
Moberly blames the poor economy for not raising the tax
money legislators had expected,
and an increasingly expensive
Medicaid program for consuming
dollars that could have gone to
schools.
Many people suspect a bloated
bureaucracy is swallowing more
education money than is needed.

history of west Kentucky, and
particularly the Jackson Purchase,
is so vitally important to generations to come," he said.
Carroll is the only governor to
carry all seven districts. He won
the 1975 gubernatorial election
by the largest margin in the
state's history. He has also held
the position of lieutenant governor and was a member and speaker of the Kentucky House of
Representatives.
Betty Lowry, another museum
founding member, said more
plans are underway to expand the
exhibits and she asked for continued community support.
"One of the most important

exhibits will be devoted to prominent individuals from the Jackson
Purchase region," she said.
-Wrather Hall has truly come a
long way since 1974."

In June 1975, Wrathcr Museum
was entered in the National
Register of Filst011C Places.
The new museum was dedicated in 1982 and has become
closely associated with the Jackson Purchase.
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Carroll, the state's only governor from the Jackson Purchase,
said he had actually forgotten the
committee said it would display
his memorabilia.
"I really do believe that the
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Aftermoney was appropriated
for a "normal school" to be built
in Murray in 1922, work began.
The first permanent structure was
completed in 1924 on the first
campus building, which is now
Wrather Museum.
The entire school, including
classrooms, a chapel, dining
room, science lab and auditorium,
was housed in Wrather Hall.
The structure underwent an
extensive renovation in the
mid-70s in conjunction with the
bicentennial celebration.

•Soap...
FROM PAGE 1
In addition to her role on Days
of Our Lives, McCay enjoys
prime time work.
She won an Emmy award in
1991 as a homeless woman on
"The -.Trials of Rosie O'Neill."
"I like working with Days, but
I am happy to do other roles,
especially night time," she said.
Chappell's tenure with the
show ended recently after about
34 years when her character
took an extended trip to Paris.
This trip was prompted after her
character had spent time in a coffin and had suffered a memory
loss.
"I am pretty much starting
over," she said. "There will hopefully be a film project in the
future. There's always daytime."
Soap operas have changed
from the original plots and devious characters. Now, more realistic story lines are the norm.

•NAFTA...
FROM PAGE 1
Chrysler Chairman Lee Iacocca
said on NBC this morning. "I
told Clinton. 'I'd hate to be your
trade negotiator if we blow this
one," he said.
Vice President Al Gore, on

DINNER MEETING
Tues., Nov. 16, 6 p.m. at the Holiday Inn
Speaker: Stuart Poston, Administrator
of the Murray/Calloway Co. Hospital

Best of all their loan is now
serviced in Kentucky.
1.1st Veal- this lot-al couple refinanced
a 5100,000 10 year loan with another
mortgage lender and saved thousands
Fhe‘ lust refinanced the ',Inn. lkian
a.goin at Republic and saved
another
1 heir rate went
fit q11 S
l'R and a month IN, 11.1VITICrIt of
`i•-f-S7 to 7
APR and a avnitnt of 5h4

Murray Ledger & Times
publisher Walt Apperson, who
presided over the program, said
growth began after an attempt to
destroy the building.
"The late L.J. Hortin said,
'they are going to make a parking
lot out of what started Murray
State,'" according to Apperson.
Carroll's_ memorabilia include
several Christmas cards, 'campaign fliers and photos. A sculptured bust was also given on loan
to the university.

"I've always found soap operas
to be issue-oriented," Chappell
said. "I have experienced life in a
coffin and I have gained a lot of
experience from the show."
Today's shows feature scenes
dealing with rape, adultery, terminal illnesses and marital difficulties. The soaps deviate from
reality in the ease in which many
of these problems are solved.
For Chappell, time away from
her role as Manning is welcome.
"It was a grinding pace trying
to balance life and work," Chappell said. "The break is incredible
because I actually get to sleep
late."
For soap stars, it takes them
six days to do what viewers see
in one day.
"We would get there about 6
a.m. and have to learn hundreds
of pages of material," Chappell
said.

CBS' "Face the Nation," said
"a defeat for NAFTA in the foreign policy arena would be really
catastrophic."
Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen, a guest on NBC's "Meet the
Press," said failure to approve
the free trade pact with Mexico
and Canada would be a "real
tragedy" that would tic the administration's hands as it seeks
more open trade with Asia and
the 110 members of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GAIT).
Clinton goes to Seattle a day
after the House vote for an
Asian-Pacific economic summit,
and Gore said a vote against free
trade "would be a terrible thing
to do to the president, to do to
the country."

Topic: "National Health Care"
sponsored by:

United We Stand America

Henry County Medical Center's

Lake Haven Center

Republik Bank is Kentucky owned
and decisions are made right here
in Kentucky. Call mt•--let's talk about'
your mortgage loan. Were open 6 days
.1 week and available after hours
by appointment.
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Psychiatrist
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Dr. Kornfeld is the Psychiatric Unit's Medical Director.
He has recently opened his private outpatient practice
and is currently accepting private appointments.
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Puerto Ricans vote for commonwealth
Although the margin of victory
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP)
— Rag-waving Puerto Ricans for commonwealth status was
voted against pursuing statehood, less than 3 percentage points.
choosing instead to remain a U.S. "this was a clear repudiation of
commonwealth in the first ballot statehood," said Miguel Hernanon the island's status in more dez Agosto, a senator who leads
the pro-commonwealth Popular
than a quarter-century.
Sunday's vote turned back the Democratic Party.
"It is a vote against assimilastrongest movement this century
for full union with Washington. tibn and in favor of all that we
Gov. Pedro Rossello, who spear- Puerto Ricans love and value."
Commonwealth received
headed the campaign for Puerto
Rico to become America's 51st 823,258, or 48.4 percent of the
state, conceded defeat but urged vote; statehood 785,859. or 46.2
supporters to continue the cause. percent; independence 75.253, or
Commonwealth supporters .4.4 percent.
Turnout was higher than predanced in the streets and said
they would press for a redefini- dicted, with 73.6 percent of Puertion of the island's ties with the to Rico's 2.3 million registered
voters casting ballots. It was the
United States.

first vote on the island's status in
26 years.
Commonwealth celebrants
jammed traffic, honking horns,
waving Puerto Rican flags and
tooting trumpets.
Ethnic pride and economic
concerns were among the main
issues in the non-binding referendum. Commonwealth supporters
contended the island's culture
and Spanish language might be
lost and noted that becoming a
state would mean Puerto Ricans
would have to pay federal taxes.
The island also would no longer have been able to offer the
tax break that attracts industry
and has helped give it one of the
highest standards in the Carib-

bean and Latin America. though
still well below that ot the poorest U.S. SUlcs
Statehood supporter.. said it
would bring billions of additional
dollars in ledcial aid and played
to Puerto Ricans' fears by saying
their U.S. citizenship night he
lost if they stayed a
commonwealth.
Political status has ken hod)
debated here almost sn.e the
moment U.S. troops captured the
Caribbean isl-ind from Spain in
1898. The interest in the issue
was reflected on a high voter
turnout despite lie-av!, f.1111S.
Celeste Benitez, campaign •
director of the poi commonwealth Popular Deni,kra-

tic party, credited a party campaign of calling 20.000 supporters a day to bring out the vote.
Sunday's results may stall the
recent momentum toward statehood, which had the support of
former Presidents Reagan, Bush
and Ford. The vote was called by
Rossello after his election last
year.
Puerto Rico became a commonwealth with some autonomy
in 1952, two years after Puerto
Rican- nationalists tried to assassinate President Harry Truman.
The vote was 80 percent for
commonwealth and 12 percent
for statehood; it fell to 60 percent
in the last plebiscite in 1967, and
statehood increased to 39 percent.

Heavy rains

Five die, hundreds evacuated in Missouri flooding
Floods swept parts of the Mississippi Valley, killing five people and forcing hundreds from
their homes, after heavy rains left
up to 6 feet of water standing in
some areas.
"I've been here about 52 years
and this is the worst I've ever
seen. It's just unbelievable how
fast the water came up," said
Flat River, Mo., Police Chief Bill
Holloway. "It just picked up cars
and moved them, and washed
railroad tracks out."
A New York' judge, hiking in
Arkansas' Ozark National Forest,
drowned as he tried to find a way
across rain-swollen Liule Mulberry Creek, Johnson County
Sheriff Charles Nicklas said.
James H. Boomer, 71, presided
over the Appellate Division of
the New York Supreme Court at
Rochester.

In Missouri, Jessica Carpenter
and April Warwick, both 18, of
Rogersville, drowned early Sunday when high water swept their
car off a bridge in Christian
County, Mo.
Dallas Landers, 60, of Patterson was swept downstream and
drowned Sunday morning when
he tried to drive across a rainswollen creek in Wayne County
in southeast Missouri, the Missouri State Highway Patrol said.
Gary Freeman, 32, of Bernie,
died Sunday morning when he
tried to drive across a creek near
Fredericktown and his car was
swept about 60 feet downstream,
the patrol said. Freeman was
trapped in the car and drowned.
In the town of Elvins, near Flat
River and about 50 miles southwest of St. Louis, about 350 of
the 1,500 citizens had to be eva-

cuated Sunday, Holloway said.
a propeny fence along the riser
At least 300 people were unab- about 35 miles west ot Cape Girle to return to their homes by late
ardeau, Mo. Witnesses said the
Sunday night, Holloway said.
man lost hold 01 the tence and
Some stayed at a shelter set up at disappeared unkicr the fast
a local church. There was up to 6
moving river
feet of water in some areas,
On Sunday eAeaung, 4fle 14)1
linger County sheritrs ikpart
The National Weather Service
ment rescued three -hunters
said most rivers in the state had
stranded on top of a but1.1n4; near
either crested Sunday night or
were expected to crest early
the Castor Rivi'r In Crautord
today. Todd McShea, a meteorCounty. a spokesman in the slier
ologist with the weather service, 'Ws office 531(1 Sunday night that
he had reports of
'ral hunter.
said heavy rains could return to
southeast Missouri on Tuesday. - and camper*. stninifelf
Ozark Counts .
a
Rescuers plan to resume
group of about a ,loien ..impers
searching today for a man swept
stranded in the Can.'s M nu 1tjiii
away Sunday by the rain-swollen
Hunting area on Sunday
Castor River, about 125 miles
In neight$oring 11111101s. rain
southwest of St. Louis.
swollen rivers tor.c.1 ttic csa.ua
Authorities in Madison and
lion Sunday it more tl.l11 loo
Bollinger counties have yet to
homes in the entral at ,l‘kithcrr:
identify the man, who was last
part of the- sta;e. th•
seen Sunday morning clinging to

at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
For nearly a century,
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has joined with
experienced, compassionate physicians to provide
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Richard H Stout, MD.
Allergy
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753-4175

"Ilic Medical Stall'
Allergy
Richard H Stout, MD
Anesthesiology
La) C Mangla, MDCardiology
Russell E Howard, M 0
Dermatology
Johnft Brrght, El-0
Emergency Medicine
Jerry Edwards: DO
Family Practice
Bailey &Word M D
Robert Hughes, Ml)
R Gary,Marguardt M P
Gastroenterology
Monte finch. DO
General Surgery
James Craig Dowdy, MD
CC Lowry, M D
Roberti Williams MD
Gentitncs
Clark Hams. MD
Internal Medicine
Richard Blalock. MD
Hollis Clark, MD
Dan her, D
Neurol
Jon M Gustafson. Ml)
Obstetrics & Gynecology
Gene Cook. MD
Tom Green, MD
Conrad Jones, MD

Tanaori

Billy P Pool. MI,'
Rithar,1 Crouirh,
Robert M

Hal Houston M D
Charles 0 Tucker M

Cathryi Christopher 1.4
Clark Harris M
John R Ouertermoir,,

Lewis Drake Ml
Stephen K Hall M

Oncology
Meld Ahmadr MD
Ophthalmology
William Had M
James C Hart Jr M
Oral & Maxillolacial Surgery
Michael T Ridley D M 11
Orthopaedic Surgery
ii hi
Raymond Charette !vt (1
Otolaryngology(Ear, Nose & Throat)
Phillip Klapper, MD
Pathology,
Dewey Dean. M D
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The best possible
healthcare. And because
our doctors are on-site.
local physicians, we've
earned a reputation for
taking good care of our
neighbors.
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veryday We Meet New Friends
Who have Journeyed
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Your Health Is The One Reason Munay-Calloway
County Hospital Provides 26 Medical Specialties.
en you need a
doctor — whether
it's a family practitioner,
an oncologist or a
vascular surgeon — you
can rely on the 48 fulltime physician specialists
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Podiatry
Stuart A Naulty P M
Psychiatry
Bailey Bin)out. MD
Radiology(Diagnostic)
H Casey Hines MD
Prue Kelly M h
William R Wilson, MD
Radiology(Therapeutic)
Nassir Saghati. M
Spine Surgery
Matt C-rawtont MD
Urology

HS Jackson. M D
Steven I Trevathan. MD
Vascular Surgery
JamesCrarg Dowdy. M D Hal Houston M
Charles D Tucker MD
C C towry. M
Robert T Williams MD
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Clinton claiming
credit for harder
work in Congress
By KAREN BALL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton boasted not long ago
Congress is working 40 percent more this year than normal because
of all the initiatives he's put forth. Does that mean they were
slouching off before?
Not really. In terms of hearings held and bills passed and days
worked, the pace is about the same, according to what numbers are
available and veterans on Capitol Hill.
Some Democrats brag that this year's issues — with a new,
activist president in the White House — are weightier and grab the
public's attention more than the daily grind sort of bills that churn
through Congress every year.
Others arc skeptical — and a bit offended — by Clinton's suggestion that his presidency has somehow snapped them out of a
slumber.
"It's a little patronizing," said Rep. Henry Hyde, R-Ill., who
hasn't noticed any change of pace from the other 18 years he's
been around.
Lawmakers are touchy about this image that they're lazy; most
people who study Congress think lawmakers run nonstop and that
they have to be experts on everything from gun ammunition to
foreign policy to welfare.
Despite a short three-day work week — Monday sessions often
are only "pro forma" — lawmakers also regularly work at night
and sometimes on weekends when they push toward adjournment.
At home, they're often meeting with constituents.
So Clinton's comment says something about the first couple's
attitude toward Congress, said Rep. Pete Stark, D-Calif.
"The Clintons tend to treat legislative bodies in a more cavalier
way than Lyndon Johnson or Hairy Truman or even George Bush,
who came from Congress and understood the process," Stark said.
'Mrs. Clinton once made a statement that in Arkansas, the legislature met 60 days every two years, and they used to wish they met
two days every 60 years. I think that says something about the way
they view legislators," Stark said.
Clinton was using a comparison, based on numbers from the
Congressional Record, of total hours the House and Senate have
been in session, compared to the first year of the Bush presidency.
(It was 1287 hours through Aug. 1 of this year, compared to 902
hours in 1989).
But it's hard to know what those hours -wtre spent on: some of it
could have been a lone lawmaker talking to an empty chamber
about a pet issue, or a long Senate qUorum call where nothing happens. The days worked have been close to the same. The House and
Senate were in session a combined 191 days through Aug. 1 of this
year, compared to 172 days in 1989.
Clinton made his 40-percent remark last month at a town hall
meeting in California, when someone asked why Congress hadn't
acted yet on changing the Social Security earnings limit.
It's just hard to get anything up on Congress' radar screen, Clinton said, but then came to lawmakers' defense.
"To be fair to them ... they're working 40 percent more this year
than last year. I'm proud of that. Forty percent more. I've put all
this stuff there, and they're working hard now because of all the
things we've put before them," Clinton said.
Congress' productivity is hard to measure. In terms of bills
passed and introduced, this year has been close to a similar period
in 1991, the first year of the last Congress. So far in 1993, there
have been about 6,300 bills introduced, and 143 bills and joint
resolutions passed. In 1991, there were about 7,100 bills introduced
and 156 bills and resolutions sent to the president for the same time
frame.
Clinton probably has a point because he's put higher-profile
issues before Congress — such as health care reform and deficit
reduction — than his predecessor, former President Bush, said Rutgers University political scientist Ross K. Baker,
With a friend in the White House, Democrats also have pushed
through a family leave law, the "motor voter" bill and Clinton's
national service plan to let youngsters swap college tuition for
community service. Lawmakers are now working on a crime bill
and the House will vote on the North American Fret Trade Agreement this week.
"It's quality time," Baker said of Congress' workload.
"It's almost like somebody who decides to take up exercise.
They spend their time doing low-impact exercise, then switch to
really strenuous aerobics. It's the same amount of time, but they're
burning more calories," Baker said.
If Congress isn't passing lots of new laws, that's not necessarily
a bad thing, Baker said. That's really not what the founding fathers
had in mind, anyway.
"Congress was created as a brake for the presidency, not as an
accelerator pedal," Baker said.
EDITORS NOTE — Karen Ball covers Congress for The
Associated Press.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be publisted). Letters must not
be MOM than KO words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Double-talkers not in history books
Community leaders are still
outraged that Calloway County
was left out — again — and I
have 'to agree.
Our elected official, Congressman Tom Barlow, chose to leave
Murray and Calloway County as
well as 104yfield and 01-aves
County out of any plans ta%uild
interstate highways through this
region.
Instead, the interstates will
complete bypass Calloway and
Graves county to the north and
west.
Barlow said he thinks this is
the best route. Then he said the
routes could move up to 50 miles
either v.ay. Then he said engineers may consider using the
U.S. 68-Ky. 80 corridor.
Well, Congressman Barlow,
which is it?
The first time I spoke with
Barlow on this issue was following a press conference in Paducab
•to which Barlow's office "accidentally" forgot to invite anyone
from Calloway or Graves county.
That was Oct. 13.
At that point, Barlow was
enthusiastic about his announcement that the north-south corridor
(1-69) would run through Paducah and the river counties and
that the"east-west corridor (1-66)
would run through Hopkinsville,
Benton and Paducah.
I honestly do not think it ever
occurred to him that Murray Or

_
Mayfield residents would be
upset with his position. But, if he
did think about it, he surely
didn't give a rip.
When questioned about the
logic behind three interstates in
Paducah, Barlow said the town is
a "transportation hub." When
asked if it is political considering
Barlow calls Paducah home, he
acted offended.
Come on, everything a legislator does is political for one reason or another.
Since Barlow made the
announcement of the "locator
cities," more than one good argument has been presented against
his chosen path.
For instance, if 1-69 runs
through the river counties, and if
(according to Barlow) the route
could vary 50 miles, then the
road could be in Missouri.
Additionally, it seems the
United States government will be
investing a huge sum of money
over a period of several years to
build a major interstate highway
that will be sitting perilously

close to the New Madrid fault
line.
Next, if roads are built to serve
transportation needs and population centers, then what in the
world is Barlow thinking? The
four river counties combined
have not even half the population
of Calloway and Graves counties,
which are home to numerous
industrial plants and national
industrial headquarters.
The list goes on and on.
My biggest problem with this
whole fiasco is that Barlow will
not just stand up and say. "this is
what I think is best and this is the
way it is going to be."
iook, these guys
j
td
'
Or maytc
to me during
were really
my campaign, so I owe it to
them."
Whatever the reason, just say
it.
Instead, he blames officials
from Graves and Calloway county for not calling and begging for
consideration. He has manipulated letters and statements from
local leaders by saying those
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indisiduals did not express any
interest.
Actually. Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Conirrierce
executive director Steve Zea
wrote Barlow a letter iri April
expressing interest.
Each time I have asked Barlow
questions, he has altered his
story. He keeps digging himself
deeper and deeper into a political
hole.
People in this area are not happy with the freshman legislator
from the First District.
I don't blame them.
I feel like Barlow has
attempted to cover his tracks in
this area and is sticking his chest
out proudly in Ballard County.
We do not need double talk.
We want answers, even if it
hurts.
If Barlow thinks Graves and
Calloway counties do not deserve
an interstate, then he should say
it. (Of course I do not see him
carrying these counties in the
next election.)
But, when you are an elected
official you do things that are not
popular among every group. A
true, lasting leader will bite the
bullet and go on.
I'm not sure what happens to
those guys who talk out of both
sides of their mouths.
They aren't in any of the history books.

Kou6ticHoD CruFF

A loophole is still a loopholes

II

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — In
current bureaucratic parlance,
they're called tax expenditures.
They're also called tax credits,
exemptions, exclusions, deductions, deferrals or preferential
rates. To someone who doesn't
have one, they might be called
loopholes.
They're not costs associated
with the collection of taxes, as
the term expenditures might
imply. Instead, they are legislative changes in the state tax law
to lower or eliminate the amount
of tax due on a particular item or
for a particular group that would
otherwise be taxed.
They are numerous and they
arc costly.
Perhaps the best known is the
exemption from the 6-cent sales
tax for food. That might mean a
nickel less on the cost of a loaf of
bread to the consumer. Overall,
the state estimates it will mean
S353.7 million less in sales tax
collections for the General Fund
this year.
According to a report prepared
by the Finance Cabinet, there arc
172 differences in General Fund
tax laws that will mean $3373
billion less in tax receipts this
fiscal year. There are 38 items for
Road Fund taxes that will mean
$127.2 million less.
Rep. Marshall Long, DShelbyville, the chairman of the
House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, said it was
always easy to find the votes in
the General Assembly to grant
one exemption or another. But
Long said it was never easy to
close a loophole once opened.

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
"I think we need to revamp
our entire tax system," Long
said. "But I also know that's
going to be a difficult sell to the
General Assembly."
The historic debate over a tax
on services is testimony to that.
In 1990, then-Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson endorsed the idea of
extending the sales tax to services, from doctors and dentists
to lawyers, architects, beauty parlors, funeral homes and parking
lots.
Legislators quickly got an ear
full from the intended targets of
taxation, and chose instead to
increase the sales tax from a
nickel to 6 cents.
Since then, the sales tax has
not met growth expectations.
While the services sector of the
Kentucky economy is growing

faster than any other, the state
does not reap the tax benefits of
that.
The Finance Cabinet study
estimates the still will lose
$450.5 Million this fiscal year
and $482.1 million next year by
not taxing services.
Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Chairman Mike Moloney. D-Lexington, no friend of
the former governor, now says,
"Gov. Wilkinson was right."
Some trial balloons have been
floated on the subject. One idea
was to reduce the tax rate to a
nickel once again and extend it to
services. Gov. Brercton Jones
doesn't think much of that idea
and in October called it "halfassed tax reform."
Long said it was the only general tax increase that has any

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longvtorth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

chance of passing the legislature.
But he also said no general tax
increase was likely.
What is needed is an entirely
different tax scheme, Long said.
"And we ought to be able to
raise more money without putting
a general tax increase on."
Long took aim at a couple of
specific tax breaks — those
offered as incentives to companies to build or expand facilities
in Kentucky. Those credits, available to lodge against income up
to the amount the company pays
for such items as start-up costs,
rent and debt service.
The Finance Cabinet estimates
the cost of those incentives is
minimal, $2.6 million this year,
rising to only $7.5 million by the
1996 fiscal year.
But Long said his gut tells him
something different.
"I do think we've wasted
money on incentives. Probably a
lot of money," Long said.
Yet other tax breaks may be
expanded. Kentucky now
exempts from income taxes the
pensions paid by state, local and
the federal government to retirees. Pensions paid by private
companies are subject to taxation.
A lawsuit filed by private pensioners has already prompted one
lower court ruling that such different treatment is improper. The
Kentucky Supreme Court is to
hear the case in December.
Jones and legislators agree the.
system should be changed. The
most popular proposal now seems'
to be some taxation of all pensions for people whose total.
income is above a certain level.)
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North Calloway PTO will meet
North Calloway Elementary School PTO will meet Tuesday.
Nov. 16. at 7 p.m. in the school cafeteria. Murray Police Officer
Melodic Jones will present a program on "D.A.R.E." and Fourth
Graders will be featured. John Warren Nix, new member of Calloway County School Board, will be present. All parents; teachers
and interested persons are invited to attend.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday .
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will Tuesday. Nov. 16. at
7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "Count Your Blessings"
will be the program theme. A potluck with SOS providing turkey,
rolls and dressing, will be served. All singles should bring a dish to
share. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and
social group for single adults, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224,
or Linda, 437-4414.

Cancer Support Group will meet
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Cancer Support Group meeting will be Tuesday, Oct. 19, at 3
p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For information contact Nancy Rose, R.N. and Hospice Director
and Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical Specialist at 762-1170.
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Bereavement Support Group will meet Tuesday, Nov. 16, from
4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in Education Unit, Classroom 2, third floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Nancy Rose, Hospice Director, 762-1389.

Bereavement Group will meet

Story Hours are scheduled
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Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov. 16 and 17, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services director for the library. "Favorite Book Week"
will be the program in celebration of Children's Book Week. Each
one should bring a favorite book to share. Parents and Twos are at
9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at 10:30 a.m. on both days. Interested
persons desiring more information on Story Hours may call the
library at 753-2288.

Quilt Lovers will not meet Tuesday
Murray Quilt Lovers will not meet on Tuesday, Nov. 16. The
group will have a Christmas party on Nov. 30 and will not meet in
December.

Oaks Club Women plan luncheon
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will have a luncheon on Wednesday, Nov. 17, at noon at Holiday Inn, Murray. Carolyn Yates, Lisa
Yates and Shirley LaMastus will be in charge. For information call
759-4736.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday.
Nov. 16, at 7 p.m. at the club house. The program, "Star Spangled
Night" will be by Music Department Ensemble. Hostesses will be
Lynn Griffiths, Kathy Mowery, Cassie Bright, Ruth Eversmeyer,
Brenda Hines, Betty Lowry, Kay Ray and Jan Wilson.

United We Stand plans meeting
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of United We Stand America
will have a dutch treat dinner meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 16, at 6
p.m. at Holiday Inn Restaurant, Murray. Stuart Poston, administrator of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, will speak on the topic,
"National Health Care." All members and interested persons are
invited to attend, according to David Roos, chapter member.

Community Forum on Tuesday
Murray Human Rights Commission will present a community
forum on "Human Rights -Civil Rights" on Tuesday, Nov. 16, at
7 p.m. at Willis (Douglas) Center, L.P. Miller Drive, Murray. The
public is invited to attend.

Southwest Council meeting Tuesday
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Southwest Calloway Elementary School Site-based Council
meeting will be Tuesday, Nov. 16. at 5:30 p.m. at the school. Kent
Barnes, principal, urges all members and interested persons to
attend.

East Council meeting Tuesday
Est Calloway Elementary School Site-based Council meeting
will be Tuesday, Nov. 16, at 3 p.m. at the school. Jim Feltner, principal, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Almo-Dexter District will meet
Almo-Dexter Fire District will meet Tuesday, Nov. 16, at 7 p.m.
at Temple Hill United Methodist Church. All persons in the district
are urged to attend.

Monday, Nov. 14
AA and Al•Anal closed discussion
meeting/S pm /American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Tuesday, Nov. 16
United We Stand Murray-Calloway
County Chapter/6 p M./Holiday Inn.
Murray.
"Human Right?" Community_ Forum/7
p.m/Willis Center. Public invited.
Murray Elementary PTO meeting and
book fair/6 pm/Robertson Center.
Murray Christian Women's Club/I1:30
a.m./Holiday Inn.
Music Department of Murray Woman's
aubr/ p.m./club houac
Quilt Lovers meeting changed to Nov
30.
Retirees of Local 1068 and other locals
of UAW-AFL-CIO meet/noon/Sirloin
Stockade.
Cancelled today is Free blood preasure
checks/noon-2 p.m./Murray Seventh-Day
Adventist Church.
First Baptist Church events include
Mother's Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Waters/Doran Circle/9:30
m /church: Stewardship Review
Committer/ p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Adult prayer time for youth/7 a.m./parior;
Reunion Group/11 a.m.

HOROSCOPES

Luke Alan Beam
born on Oct. 25

753-3390

TODAY'S CHILDREN are the most independent creatures born under
the shining sun! Searching for the answers to life's puzzles will be these
Scorpios' continual quest. Count on them to have a master plan -- and a
backup plan as well! They will not accept defeat easily. Wise parents will
avoid direct,commands when trying to influence these youngsters' behav ior.
Instead, appeal to their common sense. Highly spiritual by nature, they may
prefer communing with nature to praying in a cathedral.

Tuesday. 5.o. 16
Murray Art Guild business meeting/I
pm at Guild House.
Calloway County Public Library events
include Parana and Twos/9 30 a.m and
Story liour/I0 10 a m
Grain -Marke-tiug Serninar/7
p m /Calloisre Count!,. High Sawn,' Agri
culture Department
Discipline/Positive Parenting
111'.10 p m Ciend4le Road Church"
of Chriit, 6 tO p m /Fast Elementary
Info/753-3070. Family Resource Center
Murray High School events include "The
Diviners"/7 pm Academic Team at
%St.:- All District Rand Tryoutkat Marshall- County High School
WOW Lodges/4 N p.m /Camp WOW
Crady Hallo to work on Christmas float
Chain Reaction CS,cling Club of
Paducah/6 30 pm /The Parlor at Leine
Oak Info/1-443-9951 or 1 44)-7315.
Formal Sorority Rush/9 am.-2 p.m. by
Panhellenic Council. Curtis Center. Murray State University. Info/753-0355.
Advance Scheduling for 1994 spring
semester at Murray. State/8 a m.-6
p m /('urns Center.
President's Invitational West Kentucky
Acaticerm. Teeuerenuerflt/8 11.T.• 2.50

p.m /Corns Center, Murray State Free
admission American Musk Recital/14 pm /Farrell
Recital Hall. Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Murray State Free admission.
Adopl•A•Smoker Booth/I1 a.ni -1
p m /Curris Center, Murray State
info/762-3809
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
5:30 a.m -415 pm
Land Between the Lakes events include
Planetarium Show/11 a m. and 2
p.m./Visitor ('enter, Iron Industry/10 30
a m and 1 30 pm Morneplace.
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• Susan Cunningham

Indeoendent Beauty Consuttalt
Sales Director

753-2207
Career Opportunrty
Available
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Massage can relieve:
• muse. tension
• Work stress and.strain
• Chronic pain.
ilassesga promo/es rektroboo
and well being'.

JCPENNEY STYLING SALON

IT. order re% ised and updated cops 4,1 leant Dixon's best-selling hook -Yesterdas Todas and 1-44e%
er Ho• Astrolog. Can Help You Eind Your Place in God's Plan.- send $h 95 plus SI prdage and handling
.11). %to f•3141 Slake .best', pasahle
to Dicon.s.'0 Andres.% and AlcMeel. PO Box 419242. Kansas(
Andre.. and M.Meel

Murray Elementary PTO will meet
Murray Elementary PTO will have a meeting and its annual book
fair on Tuesday, Nov. 16, from 6 to 7 p.m. at Robertson School
Cafeteria. Danielle Schweuman, president, urges all parents and
patrons of the school to attend.
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Tuesday, Now. 16
First Presbyterlaa Church events include
Outreach Committee/7:30 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5.15 p.m
Murray Planning Commission/7
p.m./Murray .City
North Calloway Elementary School
PTOr/ p.m/school cafeteria.
Southwest Callaway Elenuntary School
Site-based Council inec4ing/5:10
1-527-9177.
p.m./school.
Marra& Chapter of Professional SecretaEast Calloway Elementary School Siteries internationa1/6:30 p.m./Collins Center
Based Council/3 pm/school.
Auditorium, Murray State University.
Calloway County Middle School Site
Info/753-4926.
BasedCounci1/5:15..p.m/school
Murray•Calloway County Karts
Almo-Dexter lire Protection Doom/7
Board/5:30 p.m./Murray City Hall.
p.m./Temple Hill United Methodist
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Church.
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley ComSingles Organizational Society (SOS)/7
munity Center.
p.m./Chamber of Commerce. Info/Jeanne.
First Baptist Church events include Gnef
753-0224 or Linda. 437-4414.
Support/6:30 p.m.
Singles Group of University and GlenMemorial Baptist Church events include
dale Road Churches of Christ/510
Experiencing Godf7 p.m.; Puppets/8 p m_
P.m./University parting lot to go to CounFirst United Methodist Churdi events
try Crossroads.
include Apple Pie Brigade/I:30 p.m.:
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
Reach-Out Callers 11/4 p.m.; Adult Discisenior citizens' activities.
ple Bible Study/6 p.m.: Friendship/
Weaks Community Center open 8 a.m.-4
Hannah with J. Stahlurl p.m.
p.m. for senior citizens' activities.
First Christian Church events MalikDealer Community Center open 9:30
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.
a.m.-2:30 p.m. for senior citizens'
Quad State Strings Festival/7 p.m./Lovett
activities.
Auditorium, Murray State University.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
TOPS /34/First Presbytenan Church/6
•
p.m. Infor759-9964.
TUESDAY,NON EMBER 16, 1993
TOPS Chapter of liardinr/_p.m.,/liardm
&or sour personalized dailv Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your Own
Library.
date of birth, call 1-9(10-988:7788. Your phone company will hill you 95
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m
cents a minute.) •
infor753-0082.
Murray Optimist - Club/6:30
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE tic careers flourish, especially those
p.m./Ilomeplace Restaurant.
NEXT YEAR OV YOUR LIFE: in writing or painting.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open - meeting/8
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): An
Some of your wildest dreams will
p.m./American Legion ilail, South Sixth
an
could
older
person
will
continue
to
play.
come true! Fame and fortune
and Maple Streets.
he won through unconventional important role in your life. Do not . Bereavement Support Group/4:30
means. Although a battle of giants confuse friendship with love. Beaup.m./Education Unit, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
still take place in )994. you will tify Your surroundings as best vou
emerge victorious. Do not bank too can. -Books on decorating offer v aluheavily on someone's promise if able suggestions.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: l'se
hoping to launch a new career, next
fall. It is your own effort that will your posters of persuasion to turn
spell the difference between failure the tide of public opinion. Build
and success. Take romantic partner your concepts into a lasting foundaMr. and Mrs. Richard Benson
tion. You can accomplish wonderful
into your confidence.
Beam of Rt. 2, Box 32, Hazel,
CELEBRITIES BORN ON things if you do not insist on getting
are the parents of a son, Luke
_Bonet. all the credit.
. THIS DATE: actress
Alan Beam, born on Monday.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
journalist Elizabeth Drew, pitcher
Oct. 25, at 3:15 p.m. at Murray' Dwight Gooden. actor Burgess Consider all of your options before
making any long-range decisions.
Meredith.
Calloway County Hospital.
ARIES (March ?A -April 19): Money talks! Try to share what you
The baby weighed seven
Use your keen powers_ of analysis to have. Do not he afraid to enter new
pounds and measured 20Z
make practical adjustments. Your relationships.
inches. The mother is the former
SAGITTARIUSANov. 22-Dec.
emphasis..on efficiency is a tremenRhonda Richardson. A brother is
dous asset when dealing with busy 21): Be more tolerant of other peoNathaniel Benton Beam.
people. Let higher-ups know ,that ple's foibles and fears. Approach
Grandparents are Marvin and
problem situations with knowledge
you -love your work':
Richardson of New Albany,
Eula
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): of the people involved. Your feelInd.. and David and Lou Beam of
'1 Career progress may not be as swift ings are your best guide. Louisville. A great-grandmother
as you would like. Keep your feet . CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
is Mrs. Verdie Stewart of Benton,
on the ground. Improve your situa- 19): A May-December romance can
I .tion with judicious use of inside succeed. Refuse to be taken in by
information. Romantic partner likes someone's efforts to "warn- you.
Find the key factors that make a proto keep you guessing.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): ject work and develop them. Team
' Work to strengthen or intensify your effort boosts profits.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
rapport with influential people.
Refuse to accept any glossing over Help others develop mutual rapport
of problems. Higher-ups applaud and a sense of group unity. Avoid
being too analytical in matters of
your thoroughness.
Mary Ann Littleton
CANCER (June 21-July 22): A romance. Trust your heart! The
Certified Bodyworker &
relationship takes on new depth. world is revealing its treasures to
Massage Therapist
Keep a low profile for the next few you. Look around.
PISCES-(Feb. I9-March 2(l):
. days. An employment opportunity
Call for Appointment
sounds inviting but may not work Your confidence and boundless
energy' let you relate to people in an
out. Have a backup plan in mind.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You easygoing way. Be friendly and
enjoy 'being around throngs of peo- open, straightforward and honest.
ple. Be careful to observe the social Above all, avoid compromising
amenities when out in public. Artis- your high ideals.
Monday, Nov. IS
Agoraphobia Asiziely Pink Disorder
Suppon Group/6:30 p.minsecaann room.
Calloway County Public Library. Info/
753-1907, ask for Kathy.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masonsr7:30 p.m.Aodie hall.
Theta Department of Murray Woman's
Club/7 p.m./club house.
Single Too/6:30 p.m./Lanes Steak
House. Info/Wynnona. 753-7845. or Joe,

7-20% OFF

Our delicious honey-cured, spiral sliced
hams, cakes, pies and rolls will make you
thankful you don't have to cook.

-Place your ham orders by Monday, Nov. 22ONE STOP SHOPPING & SHIPPING

Make reservations now for your
evening holiday parties.

UPS DAILY PICKUP
SERVICE
US POSTAL
Stamps and Packages

Monday-Tuesday-W•dnesday 104;
Thursday Se Friday 94; - Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Apposnaneni Necessary, Call 759 98t1

Try something new, and still
look like you. Soft, subtle
highlights will give your look a
lift.. without changing your
style. This week take 200/0 off
the regular price of all Clairol'
Professional highlights.
For the salon nearest you,
call 1-800-542-5565.
Oftete *aroma Nov•trob•• O. 1992

ALL IN ONE AT.

753-0000
THE

TREASURE HOUSEwrs
Southeide Shopping Center
753-6798

A WHOLE NEW LOOK
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SPORTS
Wilson trey
sinks foes
in Gold win

Half Wasted
Tiger QB 'Hole' story
in Racers' 26-13 loss

•

By DAVID RAMEY
Stan Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - The
Murray SIAIC RACCfs let Daryl
Williams, and a winning season,
slip through their fingers
Saturday.
Williams threw for three
touchdowns in the second half as
Tennessee State scored a 26-13
victory over the Racers, finishing
Murray State's Ohio Valley Conference season at 4-4.
The Racers had held a 7-6 lead
at halftime, but after Murray
fumbled the second half kickoff,
Williams threw a 15-yard touchdown pass to Clarence Jones that
gave TSU a 13-6 lead and put the
Tigers up for good.
Williams was 12 of 16 in the
second half, and although he
entered the game with a leaguehigh 10 interceptions, he didn't
throw one on Saturday.
For Racer coach Houston Nutt,
his first trip to "The Hole," Tennessee State's dilapidated Hale
Stadium, was not pleasant.
"It's a different deal when you
come here, and I didn't realize
how different things would be,"
Nutt said. "It's just everything,
from the down markers to getting
to the field. But the bottom line
is - we had a chance to win the
ball game. You can't turn it
over."

The Racers spent most of the
day playing a nickel defensive
package designed to force Williams to throw the ball into

TSU 26, RACERS

over Blues
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

13

00 07 00 06 - 13
06 00 07 13 - 28
1st Duane
TSU - Dorton Davis 32 run (kick Wed):
1108.
Ind Wetter
NISU - ray, elind 14 paw 012111 C017 Rodney (Dd IWO; 1410.
Sod Ouartm
TSU - Clarence Jones 15 pass from Daly)
Wdbani (Pnan luck): 1325.
eh Quonset
TSU - Wigan AMMO 14 MIMI 50m WI'
bans (Pruitt lick); 1424.
TSU - Lawrence Seem 22 pass born Wilkens (Pnal InclI); 221.
ISSU - Men Hal 23 pass ken Rodney Me
luCk): 0:48.
A-1136.

MURRAY ST.
TENN. ST.

Murray State senior Antwan
Hoard led all scorers with 26
points, but his Mile team couldn't
hold off a late rally by the Gold
Saturday night in the annual
Blue-Gold basketball game.
Senior Lawrence Bussell
scored 20 points to lead the Goid
to a 96-87 win in front of 1,234
fans in Racer Arena.
BLUE (87)
Raney 5-13 3-4 13, Teague 6-10 3-4 15,
Taylor 4-11 0-0 8. Howard 1-1 0-0 3, Hoard
11-18 4-4 211 Jones 44 1-3 11, Moore 3-5
0-0 IL Levine 1-1 0-0 3. Nash 1-3 0-0 2
GOLD (96)
Gumm 7-14 2-5 18, Brown 5-10 0-2 12.
Wilson 7-IS 1-2 17, Caner 5-6 2-4 12. Busse' 9-14 2-4 20, Martin 1-2 2-2 4. Shaklee'
0-1 0-0 0, James 6-6 1-3 13
3-Point goals-BLUE 4-12 (Jones 2-4,
Howard 1-1, Levine I -I) GOLD 6-13 (Gurnm
2-4, Brown 2-6, Wilson 2-2). Fouled outNone Rebounds-BLUE 41 (Teague 12)
GOLD 30 (James 7). AsststsUE 13
(Jones 5) GOLD 18 (Brown 8) A-1,234

• • • •

TSU
Fine doses IS
33-161
Rushes-yards
286
Paining
lea
Return Yards 66
37
20-32-0
Comp-Anew
18-30-4
640
Punts
4-39
4-2
FurnInes-loa
1-1
14-100
Penehes-Varde
0-70
3426
Possession
ol
Time
2534
• • • •
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING - (lAutray St.) McGowan 17-70,
13tand 2-46. Con 6-31, Mosby 4-16, Rodney
2-7, Scarbaouoh 2-6, Turner 1-2, Di 1-0.
(Tani. S )Oava 14-99, O'f. Wiliam 10-35,
De. Williams 4-11, Mays 3-11, Wallace -2-5.
PASSING - (Murray St.) Rodney
16-26-2-162, Mosby 0-4-2-0. (Tenn Si) Dy.
Wilkens 20-32-0-286.
RECEIVING -- (Murray ) McGowan SIB,
Mason 4-33, Hall 3-52, Shepherd 3-24, Sand
2-27, Cox 14. (Tann. St.) Spree 0-129.
Jones 6-91, De. Williams 3-27, Jerduris 2-19.
USU
19
35-177

STEVE PARKER/Ledge, & Times photo

Racer tailback Wayne* McGowan (17) sworn* through a hole opened up by tackle Mika Cutter (79) In the
first half of the Racers' loss at Tennessee Stmts,

con verage.
But the sophomore from Memphis just kept threading the needle to open Tiger receivers.
"There's a lot of times when
he will throw one to you. He just
didn't throw one to us today,"
Nuu said. "The worst thing you
can do is flush him out. You're
just hoping that you can keep him

By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Footbtill Writer
PHILADELPHIA - Don Shute broke George Hales' career
record for wins in trademark
fashion Sunday, with the green
of backup quarterbacks.
Practice squad refugee DiTg
Pederson, whose name Shula
barely could remember a month
ago, directed two late drives to
field goals as the Miami Dolphins
beat the Philadelphia Eagles
19-14.
With Scott Mitchell separating
his throwing shoulder on the sec-

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- It was a do-or-die situation for Kentucky's Nicky Nickels.
And Nickels came through with 28 seconds in the game Saturday, connecting on a 29-yard field goal to lift Kentucky to a 6-3
victory over East Carolina and ensure its first winning regular season since 1989.
"He probably would have been hanged in the locker room had
he missed that," Kentucky linebacker Many Moore said with a
laugh. Nickels had missed a 22-yard attempt with 1:45 left in the
game.
But he got a chance to redeem himself when Moore recovered a
fumble by Junior Smith at the East Carolina 30 with 1:19 to go on
the rain-soaked field.
"I was trying to get extra yardage and make a big play, but I let
the team down," said Smith, who finished with 169 yards on 14
carries.
Antonio O'Ferral, playing in place of the injured Pookie Jones,
completed a four-yard pass to Alfonzo Browning on a third-and-3
at the 2.3 to keep the drive going.
Nickels then had to wait as East Carolina called two timeouts.
He was unfazed as his attempt sailed through the uprights.
"I think he had an amazing performance today, especially considering that he missed the first one and was then able to hit the
second," said Kentucky coach Bill Curry.

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU

•

By RON LESKO
AP Sports Writer

UTAH (101)
K Malone 7-19 74 21, Russel 2-6 OD 4. Smoot
34 1-2 7, Slodaon 11-11 54 22 J.Miloro 10-13 5-7
25, Corbro 4-6 2-3 10. Hanpar1o• 5-10 04 10,
1-3 0-0 2. Bond 0-0 04 0 TONY 4042 21-awliga
DALLAS (100)
lAmittuni 7-17 4-4 20. Jove 5-10 34 13. abr.
ringuaw 2-5 0-0 4. Harper 11-16 1-3 11 Jackson 6-11
0-0 13, Hanle 7-11 11-7 20, Strilla 54 0-0 10. Low
2-5 0-0 4, Dealing 0-1 1-21 Taloa 40-112 13-22 100
111 II IS 0-101
U150
SI SO 311 211--105
Dallas
3-55911 goals-Utah 0-1 (Hurnplwlis 0-1). Delo
Joarso• 1.1)
5-11 (Harper 2-1 116•10or•
Fouled oul-Spergar Rabounds-Utali 34 (11 Maims
10), Ulu4 (Jones 13) Asisti-Ullah 24 Moot*
tort 12), Dalin 25(Harrt• Sada) S) Total 1cua-laa9
26, Dallas 20. Timetwicalo--5 Moions, Saakion. UUA
elshirot Wiper. Dewing A-13.1117

AA GMERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
-Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

• See
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ond play of the second half, Shula was forced to break his tie at
324 with Hales by using Pederson, who never had thrown a pass
in an NFL game.
"It's really a tremendous relief
and I feel really emotional right
now," Shuts said after being carried off the field by his team for
the first time since the Dolphins
won the Super Bowl to conclude
a 17-0 season in 1972. It was his
second try at No. 325 - he lost
27-10 last week to the New York
Jets, who have inflicted both the
Dolphins' losses in a 7-2 season.

"This one will be special
because of the way we won it.
They hung so tough to win a
game that meant so much to me,
especially winning with a third
string quarterback again. It
reminds you of the Matte days,
when we were looking for someone and we found Tom."
The Matte days, of course,
were the days that set the pattern
for Shula's career. Matte was a
running back forced into duty in
the playoffs when John Unitas
and Gary Cuozzo were injured in
1965. That was in Baltimore, in

SOUTH BEND, Ind. - Notre
Dame spent the season waiting
for Florida State. After beating
the high-flying Seminoles, the
Fighting Irish are still waiting.
Both teams already are pointing to a New Year's Day rematch
in the Fiesta Bowl. If that scenario holds, college football's
national champion will be
decided face-to-face for the secodd year in a row.

Notre Dame wrested the No. 1
ranking away from Florida State
with Saturday's 31-24 win at eurphoric Notre Dame Stadium. Several Irish players said they would
welcome another chance to play
the Seminoles.
"I would love to," said fullback Ray Zellers.
A Jan. I rematch in Tempe,
Ariz., is likely if both teams win
their remaining games. The Irish
(10-0) were a unanimous No. 1 in
Sunday's Associated Press media

poll, and the Seminoles dropped
to No. 2.
Notre Dame also led the USA
Today-CNN coaches' survey with
60 of 62 first-place votes, but
Florida State (9-1) slid two spots
to No. 3 behind unbeaten Nebraska, which got the other two firstplace votes.
However, the Cornhuskers
(10-0), who have clinched the
Big Eight's Orange Bowl berth,
still trail Florida State in the
bowl coalition rankings.

Colonels post 33-27 win over MTSU
By TERESA U. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
No one can blame the Eastern
Kentucky Colonels if they do
some scoreboard watching while
playing Morehead Slate in the
final game of the regular season.
If Middle Tennessee State
beats Tennessee Tech (7-3, 6-1)
in Cookeville, that will give the
Colonels (7-3, 7-0) sole possession of the Ohio Valley Conference title. The Colonels last won
the title in 1991 and just missy'

out to Middle Tennessee in 1992.
But Eastern Kentucky nearly
fell into a tie with Tennessee
Tech on Saturday before pulling
out a 33-27 victory over Middle
Tennessee.
Around the rest of the OVC
Saturday, Tennessee State
downed Murray State 26-13 and
Tennessee-Martin shut out Morehead State 17-0. Southeast Missouri stepped outside the conference and downed Kentucky State
45-14.

Middle Tennessee (5-5, 4-3)
trailed 33-27 and had fourth-andgoal when freshman safety Chris
Guyton broke up Kelly Holcomb's pass to Curt Watkins in
the end zone with 1:18 left.
Holcomb led Middle Tennessee
to a 27-23 halftime lead and
threw for 336 yards.
The Colonels trailed until Mike
Penman's last of three rushing
TDs with 4:11 left in the third
quarter gave the Colonels a 30-27
lead.

Shula's third year as a coach when he had 30 wins, or 295
fewer than he has now.
Now? He's 29-8 in games with
backup QBs, a better winning
percentage than his overall
325-153-6.
Pederson made two major mistakes - a fumbled snap on an
extra point and a fumble at the
Philadelphia I. He also had what
could have been an interception
and a Philadelphia touchdown
dropped by the Eagles' Andre
Waters.

Texas A&M slams
door on Cardinals
chances of upset
COLLEGE STATION, Texas (AP)- The Texas Aggies
stepped up a notch to No. 10
in the nation and the Louisville Cardinals find themselves
starting over.
In a game that was about
gaining respect, the Aggies got
three touchdown passes from
Corey Pullig and three secondhalf turnovers from the
defense to beat Louisville 42-7
on Saturday.
The Aggies moved from No.
11 to No. 10 in The Associated Press poll and the Cardinals, who started the game at
No. 20, dropped out of the top
25.
"I think this is our best
overall performance of the
season when you consider the
opposition," A&M coach R.C.
Slocum said. "You can see
they are an exceptional team."
Louisville (7-3) was trying
for the third time to beat a
ranked team after falling to
No. 9 West Virginia and last
week to No. 6 Tennessee,
45-10.

-Replacement Windows
'Lifetime Guarantee*

Also Available As I.R.A.

FREE ESTIMATES
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4/0 753.4703

CALL
753-7020
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-Vinyl Siding
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were containing him in the pocket, so we just wanted him to pull
up. And he's got a good arm."
The Racers meanwhile had five
turnovers, and were just 4 of 10
on third down conversions. The

Irish, FSU welcome bowl rematch

Jazz sink Mavericks late

EARN
5.75%

Williams. "They just have a lot
of talent. It's different. Usually
you run up the field, but with
him, you've got to run around
chasing him."
"He gets to'running and sprinting and that's our offense," TSU
coach Bill Davis said. "They

Shooting 67 percent from the
field as a team in the second half,
the Goldf took the lead for good
when senior forward Jerry Wilson hit a three-pointer from the
right corner with less than three
minutes to play to break an 85-85
tie.

Miami backup gives Shula win No. 325

Nickels' late FG,Smith fumble
keep Wildcat bowl hopes alive

DALLAS (AP) - Tyrone
Corbin's tip-in of Karl
Malone's missed 16-footer with
2.3 seconds remaining gave the
Utah Jazz a 101-100 victory
over the Dallas Mavericks on
Saturday night.
Dallas, which is 1-4 and has
lost all three home games, had a
chance to win at the buzzer, but
Derek Harper's 35-footer
glanced off the front of the rim.

bottled up a little bit."
Williams hurt the Racers with
his scrambling, as the Murray
defense got tired of chasing him.
"He was a great scrambler, and
he could throw the ball, too,"
said defensive end Joe Lepsis,
one of the few Racers to get to

"In this game it was hard to
tell how we looked," said Racer
head coach Scott Edgar, who
watched the game from the press
box. "The biggest thing I look for
is to do things like we practice. I
saw a few of those things.

•

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Grand Classic Tires
95

Call 7534563

WAREHOUSE TIRE

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111
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Weekend with Bernie turns out right for Dallas
By ARNIE STAPLETON
AP Sports Writer
IRVING, Texas (AP) — The
Dallas Cowboys didn't miss Troy
Ailunan nearly as much as the
Cleveland Browns missed Bernie
Kosar.
Kosar, dumped by Cleveland
coach Bill Belichick last week
because "his skills have diminished," subbed for the injured
Aikunan and guided Dallas to a

20-15 victory Sunday over the
Phoenix Cardinals.
At Seattle, Todd Philcox,
Kosar's replacement, threw two
interceptions and lost two fumbles in the first half as the
mistake-prone Browns lost to the
Seahawks 22-5.
A strained left hamstring kept
Aikman off the field, and a
strained relationship took Kosar
out of Cleveland.
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"The Gold team had livelier
legs in the last 10 minutes,"
Edgar said. "They all played hard
at times, but they didn't play as
hard as they need to."
Senior center Antoine Teague
pulled down a game -high 12
rebounds and had five blocked
shots for the Blues while the
Gold's Marcus Brown had a
game-high eight assists.
Edgar has touted the 1992-93
team as his deepest team and the
third-year coach wasn't let down

as 10 players reached double figures in scoring.
"This is going to be a team that
when they turn the corner. I
wouldn't want to play them." the
coach said of the Racers, picked
to finish second behind last
year's champion Ohio Valley
Conference champion Tennessee
State.
Murray State hosts Slovenia in
an exhibition game on Nov. 23 at
Racer Arena before taking on No.
3 Arkansas in Fayetteville on
Nov. 29.

"We got on track," said Davis.
"The kickoff fumble gave us
momentum. We took advantage
of it and went on from there."
The Racers did little in the second half offensively. The first
three drives ended in punts, and
then Rodney and Butch Mosby
each threw an interception to stop
threats.
Meanwhile, Williams wiggled
the Tigers out a hole from their
own 5-yard line when he hit
Jones for a 44-yard gain that
helped set up a 14-yard scoring
pass to William Jenkins that
made it 19-7.
"You don't want to get them
into third and long," Nutt said.
"We can stop them on first and
second, but third down, they do
some great things. He's a great
athlete. And he's not an average
thrower. He can pinpoint, and put
that ball right where he wants it."
Williams threw a 22-yard score
to Lawrence Segree with 2:31
left, before Rodney directed the
Racers to a score in the closing
minute, hiuing Matt Hall for a
23-yard touchdown.
But it was too late for Murray.
"I personally made a lot of bad
decisions," Rodney said. "The
offensive line played great all
day. But you're not going to win
football games if you don't
execute."
The win pushed, the Tigers to
4-6 overall and 4-3 in the OVC.
The Racers, who were picked
to finish last, were 4-4 in league
play.
"1 wanted to win four, but you
look back on it, and one or two
plays, we could have won six,"
Nuu said. "And that's the tough
part of it."
Murray now prepares for a visit to Western Kentucky, and the
"Battle for the Red Belt," which
the Racers haven't won since
1989.
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Neat 1 1/2 story, 3 bedroom vinyl sided home. Located approximately 5
miles from town on a tree shaded corner lot in a nice area. Has a full
basement for extra storage.
•Member Multiple List Service
•Full Service •Dependable
Professional Service •Commercial
'
•Residential

ICC

GB

-

MLS

41;*
Professional Real Estate
dk#4,
mn•

Hal Nance - Broker
1103 Northwood Drive, Murray 759-1591
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Food/Drink

Coke
Coke

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

12 PICA

99

CHRISTMAS
INDOOR/OUTDOOR
GARLAND

2 Lie/.

99

PINE STYLE 18 FEET

Golden Flake

CHRISTMAS
CANDLE LAMPS
BATTERY( )PFP...1"f
,
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ALL ONE DE SI('N
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99
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CHRISTMAS
GIFT BOXES

CHRISTMAS
TISSUE PAPER
4,1, 1
c,r,,,o.r,
, 44 Thl KO(

CHRISTMAS
GIFT WRAP

T

9c

'H

414

SC.

9
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Potato Chips

60.

99

Golden Flake
6 02

Bovorags terra pas apple.able tease

99'
deposits

ARM & HAMMER

OR VITAMIN C DROPS9
30'S

RITE AID ANTISEPTIC
MOUTHWASH
32 ARGLE
81

DENTAL CARE
TOOTHPASTE

DRY IDEA
ROIL oN 2 5 01 SOFT II DPI

SENSOR
CARTRIDGES

CASTING

HALLS
COUGH TABLETS

990

19
'

OZ OR GEL 4 50/

Photo Center
Camera Store Ouairty Now Avadabie
at Your Neighbortood PtIoto Centec

602 OR RIGHT GUARDANTI PERSPIRANT
6 OI OR
DEODORANT 10 07

289

BY Gll [TIE
10_S

L'OREAL

6"

HAIR COLORANT
ASST

49

D SHADES

41111111MIREIM

FREE

Featuring Local TalentandProgramming

2nd Set

TONIGHT
Calloway Co. Schools
November 16
Murray State University

November 17
Murray Ind. Schools

November 18
Community Focus
MURRAY STATE CHANNEL
CALLOWAY COUNTY CHANNEL
MURRAY NCH CHAMVEL

7-10 p.m. Each Evening
Proceeds this year go toward schotarship programs in Me local
public schools and the university.
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Open Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m.
. 641 North • 753-4141 • Murray, Ky.
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Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

No,

the
the
LC.
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Safety Kenneth Gant secured
the victory when he picked off a
Chris Chandler pass intended for
Ricky Proehl at the Dallas 35
with 1:02 left.
Jason Garrett made his first
NFL start in place of Aikman,

FABULOUS V4RI111 OF sf AlcX)1)s

753-9627

•
•

Carnes.

Fri. &.Sat. Seafood Buffet

( next to Century 21)
666

took, I was getung weaker and
weaker." said Smith, who finished with 102 yards on four
catches and 80 yards on 24

Catfish & Fried Shrimp Combo

family insurance needs'

305 N. 12th St., Murray

Bar.13.0 Chips
ties
10
vilIves

Seafood
Favorites

Sponsored By

•Tiger B...
FROM PAGE 6
Murray offense was effective in
the first half, but didn't convert
on chances — and didn't spend
enough time on the field in the
second half.
"We couldn't establish any;
thing," Nutt said. "We couldn't
get on the field enough. We did
have some opportunities but we
couldn't keep things going."
"We had some breakdowns,"
said freshman quarterback Cory
Rodney, who was 18 of 26 on the
day. "We had trouble getting the
ball in the end zone, and it was a
lack of execution on my part.
They had a pretty tough defense."
TSU opened the game with an
impressive scoring drive, getting
on the board when Darron Davis
sprinted 33 yards on a draw play
with 11:06 left in the first quarter. Tennessee State missed the
point after touchdown.
Behind the running of Waynee
McGowan and David Cox, the
Racers threatened, but Rodney
was stopped on fourth and short
at the TSU 19.
After Anthony Hutch forced a
Williams fumble, the Racers did
get on the board earlier in the
second half when Rodney tossed
to the corner of the end zone
where Bland made a great leaping catch. Chris Dill's PAT made
it 7-6.
The Racers forced a quick
punt, and looked ready to score
again. But a fake field goal went
sour, and Murray held a 7-6 lead
at the break.
But Tim Bland fumbled the
kickoff to open the second half.
"I don't know what happened.
You can't fumble in a game like
that, and that was my fault,"
Bland said. "And our emotions
went down from there."
Two plays later, Williams hit
Jones and the Tigers were off and
running.

Emmitt Smith broke three tackles
and turned a shot pass into an
86-yard completion.
"It sure is beautiful to throw a
5-yard pass and then watch a guy
run 80 yards with it," Kosar said.
"It doesn't matter how you get
them as long as you get them,"
said Smith, who has a cold and
needed two intravenous injectIOns
during halftime. •
"It seems like every step I

I SCOREBOARD

III Wilson trey...
FROM PAGE 6

three AFC title games in the
1980s.
And now Dallas has the best
swung and backup quarterbacks
in the league.
The Cowboys (7-2) won their
seventh straight as Kosar hit 13
of 21 passes for 199 yards and a
1-yard rollout touchdown to Jay
Novacek in the second quarter
that made it 17-0.
That score was set up when

"I'm not trying to put down
Cleveland," said Phoenix coach
Joe Bugel, — but Bernie is a good
quarterback."
The Cowboys think so. Owner
Jerry Jones is paying him SI million on the hunch he'll help Dallas win successive NFL titles.
The Browns paid Kosar more
than three times that this season
yet got no compensation for the
quarterback who guided them to

I

....
••••.11.0 Moe

CAPLETS OR
GE L CAPS IN
FAST CAP PSG
1/S

NYOUIL COLD
MEDICINE
0 oz tiouicAps 20 S

DAYOUIL L IOVICAPS 20 S
OR DAYOUIL SINUS
CONGESTION 24 S

SUPPOSITORIES
7'S OR
CREAM 1 59 OZ

RITE AID
ALKALINE BATTERIES

PERT PLUS
SHAMPOO

IMODIUM A-0
CAPLETS

ORIG. OR FOR KIDS
15 02 OR DANDRUFF
CONTROL 11 OZ

18'S

EXTRA STRENGTH

TYLENOL

Premium Quality Prints
Free 2nd Set of 3 1/2" OR 4"
Premium Film Processing Prints
with every roll processed! Choose
Kodalux Processing for finer detail,
sharper images and optimum color.

MingENNEW
MONISTAT 7

Trust your precious memories
to the experts!

Services

'C' OR '0 2 PACK OR
9 VOLT SINGLE

RITE AID ACCEPTS ALL
MANUFACTURER'S
COUPONS.
r

,V1

WV;

19

299

•

599
.1.01

411,,

..11111
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•
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For the Rite Aid Pharmacy near you...call 1-800-4DRUGSTORES
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Leaves both helpful, harmful to gardening
I am having a hard time deciding whether I have too many
leaves or too few.
Looking at the wet leaves that
are all over the lawn and are also
matted down over my perennials.
I think I could use a few less
leaves to rake.
Remembering how much compost I use in the spring, I wonder
if I really have enough leaves to
add to my compost pile, as I never seem to have enough compost.
I suppose both viewpoints are
true, as what I really want is an
endless supply of leaves that collect themselves and end up right

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Lalicker
where I want them.
But, as that is unlikely to happen, I do have to get out and rake
the matted wet leaves off my
perennials.
Wet leaves left on top of
perennials can encourage all sorts
of horrors, like strange fungus

t/At

peMis
disc furnace'
DUAL CONTROUModel 1500

The original Disc
Furnace was the
first of the family of
Pelonis
Safe-TFurnaces to be certified and sold in
North America.

•Up to 5200 BTU's
•Safe
.Heats Large
Room
•Adjustable
Thermostatic
Control
•Powerful
•Light, Portable,
Clean, Odorless
.5 Year Limited
Warranty

%;.•

hazel, so that
would set its
bright yellow blossoms very early
in the spring.
I mixed compost from last
year's fallen leaves into the
planting hole, and used the same
compost to mulch around the
little tree.
Fallen leaves from one season
feed the new leaves of the next.
As long as that is true, gardeners
will continue to gather leaves
each autumn.

Status of land important before planting
by a signed conservation plan.
Producers should contact
ASCS immediately if they need
an HEL determination, or do not
know conservation plan requirements on all their land that in
1994 will either be planted to an
annually tilled crop, or designated as conservation uses or
acreage conservation reserve.
Once a crop is planted in violation of the HEL requirements, it

If farmers want to retain eligibility for 1994 USDA benefits, it
is important for them to know
before planting next year's crops.
whether the land has had a highly
erodible land (HEL) or wetland
determination made by the Soil
Conservation Service (SCS).
Farmers must also know
whether crops to be planted on
acreage that has been determined
as highly erodible are permitted

is too late for the farmer to be
eligible for 1994 USDA benefits.
Producers also need to check
whether they have land that was a
wet area that was manipulated
after Dec. 23, 1985, and therefore
cannot be planted to agricultural
commodities.
Planting areas that were
drained after Dec. 23, 1985 by
someone else does not excuse the
farmer from ineligibility if they

plant the converted area.
If there is any doubt, farmers
should get official wetland determinations from SCS before they
plants.
"We want to work with producers to help them maintain
their 1994 eligibility for USDA
benefits. Farmers must be
informed before planting so violations can be avoided," said an
ASCS

Special education students to see rodeo
complete with the grand flag entry,
bronc and bull riding events, barrel
racing, roping events, and rodeo
clown stunts. To help the audience
understand rodeo to the fullest, the
announcer will give a descriptive
account of what is involved with
each event. A natural with children,
rodeo clown Britt Spillman has been
traveling across the country this past
summer working with various rodeo
circuit contractors, and will help
make the day a fun-filled event for
the participants.
Debbie Lawson recalls how the
idea of hosting a "handicap rodeo"

Rodeo action will soon burst
from the chutes at the West Kentucky Exposition Center and special
education students from across the
region will be first in line to catch
the excitement.
Members of two campus organizations,the Murray State University
Rodeo Club and Student Council for
Exceptional Children (SCEC) will
join Torces Nov. 17 to host a special
day of western activities for arca
challenged youth.
Activities begin at 10 a.m. with a
rodeo performance by MSU Rodeo
Team contestants. The rodeo will be

NOW ON $On
SALE

0.au

For Electrical Service

FIRS: 7:30-5:30 Mon.-Fri. - 7:30-5:00 Sat.

David Morris Electric

,0 HOME A
4
wib
inalkeite
HARDWARE STORES

Chestnut St.

enough to turn into the soil.
I collect my leaves with my
lawnmower. They get shredded
and bagged all at once. I must
confess I'm not much good at
raking leaves.
I have a tendency to want to
play in the piles of leaves I rake
up. That's doesn't get them out to
the garden. The lawnmower has a
much less romantic image, but it
does get the job done.
This fall, I planted a witch

and contain very little nitrogen,
adding some niuogen, such as
blood meal, to the compost pile
will speed up the decomposition
process.
Shredded leaves also make
excellent mulch as long as you
put them around perennials and
not on top of them.
I like to use leaves to mulch
my fallow vegetable beds over
the winter: By. the spring, they
have usually broken down

growing in the crowns and causmg crown rot,
Then, in the spring, the plant
will stem to have just melted
away, as all that will be left
under the leaves will be a few
dead slimy stems. Yuck!
Leaves are not all bad. Shredded, they make great additions to
the compost pile, and certainly
twice as many minerals as
manure.
Since leaves are mostly carbon

753-2571 or 753-4110

Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction - Repairs
Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

Call 759-4960

at Murray State was born in 1984
through a friendship between herself and Diane Rader, a former
barrel racer on the MSU Rodeo
Team. Rader and Lawson were
enrolled in a special education class
at Murray State when Rader described a popular similar event held
in her Missouri hometown. Their
idea was molded and specifically
adopted by the SCEC and rodeo
club and has developed into one of
the most rewarding joint productions on campus. Lawson still retains a keen interest through both
the educational and competitive
outlook surrounding the event. She
is married to former MSU rodeo
standout and current vice president
of the MSU Rodeo Booster Club,
Gary Lawson; and as a special
education teacher with the Carroll
County (Tenn.) school district, she
often brings her own students to
participate in the event
This marks the eighth year for the
rodeo and Dr. Greg Prater, associate
professor of special education at
MSU says that over 800 students are
expected to visit the EXPO Center,
which is located approximately one

mile from the main campus. Following the rodeo performance, representatives from both organizations assist the students in supervised hands-on activity involving
various rodeo animals and roping
techniques.
Prater describes the rodeo as an
excellent service activity for university students to become involved
with,adding that "It is a very unique
experience in that it draws a coordinated effort that not only stretches
between two departments, but
across colleges (college of industry
and technology/college of education)."
"Performing for these special
education students is definitely an
inspiration for our rodeo team members," says Dr. Eldon Heathcou,
chairman of the department of agriculture at Murray State. He says thai
the event is something that the team
looks forward to each year, and
helps serve as motivation for the
team as they prepare to host their
annual NIRA fall semester home
competition which follows Nov.
18-20.

Low interest loans
available from ASCS

Murray-Calloway County Hospital's New
Outpatient Services Center and Admitting Office
T

he ne‘k Outpatient Services Center and
Hospital Admitting Office is now open and
ready to serve you at its new location on the
Ninth Street side of Murray -Callow a‘ Count
Hospital. '
The Outpatient Sen ices Center and the
Admitting Office both hay e registration areas
near the front doors of this new facility. If sou
are registering for a scheduled outpatient
procedure or surger. speak w ith the friendly
professionals at Registration. If \ our doctor is
admitting you to the hospital, you will find the
Admitting Office easily upon entering.
The Center is easilY accessible to
patients and s isitors. A designated parking lot is
reserved which YY ill allow you to park "right at
the front door.- You can enter the facility
yy ithout has ing to go through other areas of the
hospital.
You can count on the progressive
attitude of Murra34:allowa Count Hospital
and its caring staff to provide you \\ ith the
quality healthcare you've come to depend upon.

Poplar Street

Outpatient
Services:
imtor Parking
Ma w
/

.•‘11

\ —1-PATIENT
r SERVICES
CENTER

.r

Hospital
M

Emergency
Room Entrance

(Wee

Entrance
111Thu eV Parking

Medk al Art.. Building

MURRAY
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HOSPITAL
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Medical Art,
Parking

Arterial Blood Gases Test
An enography
Breathing Treatments
Cardiac Catheterization
Cardiac Rehabilitation
CT Scan
Doppler Scan
Echocardiography
Electrocardiography(ECG)
Electroencephalography(EEG)
Electromylography(EMG)
Endoscopic Procedures
Holier Monitor
Laboratory Procedures
Magnetic Resonance Imaging(MRI)
Mammography
Nerve Conduction
Nuclear Medicine
Outpatient Surgery
Physical Therapy
Pulmonary Function
Signal Average ECG
Speech Pathology
Treadmill Stress Test
Ultrasound
Vascular Lab
X-ray

Would you like to borrow
money at a very low interest rate?
Sound too good to be true?
Well, it is not. According to
Hampton Henton, Jr., ASCS state
executive director, your local
ASCS County office is offering
nine month loans at 3% percent
interest through the Commodity
Credit Corporation.
The loans are available to all
farmers participating in the ASCS
wheat and feed grain programs or
producers that grew soybeans.
"The interest rate may change
each month," Henton said.
Henton said farmers should
visit their local ASCS office and
ask if they qualify for a low
interest commidity loan.
"While you are harvesting,
consider the opportunities you
have by taking out a loan," he
said. "If you want to improve
your marketing position over the
next nine months or just need
cash until you decide to sell, a
commodity loan may be what you
need."

Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
insurance plans which
provide flexibility on
insurance protection
and tax-deferred
interest features. To
find the plan that
meets your needs.
contact:

David L Hudapath
WOW Bldg.
3rd & Mania
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 763-1620

Ok Woodmen

801 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432

of the World

Life Insurance Society
Nem. nm,. Omaha "Irbr arks
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PUBLIC NOTICE
A meeting of the local emergency planning committee will be held Thursday,
November 18 at 4:30 p.m. at the George
Weeks Community Center in the United
Way Conference Room at 607 Poplar Street.
Pursuant to Section 324, Title III of the
1986 Federal Superfund Amendments and
Re-Authorization Act (SARA) of 1986
(PL99-499), the following information is
provided in compliance with the Community
Right-To-Know Requirements of the SARA
Law, and the open records provisions of
Kentucky revised statues.
Members of. the public may contact the
Calloway County Emergency planning committee by writing Peggy Billington, Chairman of the Calloway County Planning Committee, 607 Poplar St. Room 202, George
Weeks Community Center, Murray, KY
42071, or contact can be made by telephone
at 753-1421.
The Calloway County Emergency Planning Committee conducts meetings at
George Weeks Community Center,607 Poplar Street, or at other locations, in accordance with the Kentucky Open Meetings
Law. Members of the public may request to
be notified of regular or special meetings as
provided in KRS 61.820.
Records of the planning committee, including the county emergency response
plan; material safety data sheet; and inventory forms or follow-up emergency notices
may subsequently be issued to be open for
inspection. Members of the public who wish
to review these records may do sofrom 9a.m.
to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday at the
George Weeks Community Center,607 Poplar Street, Room 202 EIS required by the
Kentucky Open -Records. Law.
The local 24-hour telephone number for
purposes of emergency notification, as required by SARA, is 753-1621.
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Photography
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%vitt be open
evenings for
appointments, until
December 21.

753-8809
for Appointment!
AURORA Pizza /Aspic. Genuine hand tossed plus,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros. Open al year at
5pm. Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues.
1-800449-3804.

DEER

HUNTERS/

available at New Concord
Market-check in station,
weighing scales, Big buck

A doe contest. Adult8 juvenile division. 270
Roger-M77-to be raffled off
Nov. 20th, 12noon. Tickets
sold at market 436-5755.

Mrs. Theresa r.
t Fwd., s Advisor
• 4 Tram Born Psychic: *
Gad 1,orn God
car hp through all /Ci
problems

3404 Lone Oak Rd.,
Paducah, KY
-A
302-554-7904
*
Open daily S Sunday
Il
• $S off with this ad
NO more waiting, The
YMCA is getting more
treadmills! Corns see us!

DRY clean your carpet, rent
the fast 8 easy Host Dry
Cleaning System. Cal to
reserve a Host Machine at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 $ 4th St. Phone
753-0839.
GLASS work, glass replacement work, window.
glass tebie lops and mirror,
beveled edge I plan, cut to
size Minor, glass Specialist Ph 753-0180.
MAKE reservations today
for your holiday parties at
Louie's Sleek House. 406
N 121h. 753-2244.

MASSAGE TO YOU

11

en
odd
ciety

open for
business
Mon.-Sat.
6-8
Sun. 1-6

is

Rt. 1 Crossland
492-6160
New Management
VIDEO Production Specialties can transfer your home
movies to videotape for
only $ 08/per toot No minimum Call Donna Darnell
759-9246

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free informa
bon call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
1,es 'mai claim secy.(*)

025
Personals
WHITE female teacher
wishes to adopt a white
baby. All inquires kept confidental. Expenses for
mother paid. Write J.
Moore, PO Box 372, Lyndhurst, NJ 07071

FOUND: 2 month old bleak
kitten, 10th 8 Olive Street
area. 759-4407.
rb0

Mottos

To

Hillery'8
Country
Store

•Swedish Mossoge
•Reflexology
•Deep Muscle Therapy
•Energy Balancing
Relax tight sae muscles - Release fatigue & stress
R treat for yourself or a gift for o friend
Gift Certificates Fkroiloble

DAVE ESTES
licensed Massage Therapist
50E-753-301

thip
Wassd
AVON wants inckviduals interested in earning
$8$12Thr. No door to door
1-800-827-4640.
CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
REaltors oxrendy has 2
positions available for
agents who are self starters, looking for direction
and management support
Call 753-1492 ask for
Brenda.

Due to company
growth in the Murray area 3job openings exist in the
branch of a FORTUNE 500 company. If selected
you will be given
expense paid classroom training. We
will provide comcompany
plete
major
benefits,
medical, dental,
savings.
401K
Your starting inbe
will
come
S16013/mo. & up.
promotions
All
based on merit - no
seniority. To be accepted you need a
personpleasant
ality, be ambitious,
sports minded, have
grade 12 or better,
21 or older and be
bondable.
Call Mon.& Tues.
Only
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
502-247-3700
ask for
Noel Hutcherson

'3c
•40

TRANSPORTATION
470
480
4&5
490
495
500
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Porl
,sea Cars
Vans
Jsea Trucks
Campers
Boo's & Mo'ors.

• 50
155
16C
165
I 7C
18C
'95
200
20
220
240
260
380

MERCHANDISE
C crnp,r ors
For Sae or Taae
Won' 'o Buy
Arscos For Sue
APOI,onces
Home Furn things
Antiques
Vacuum C eane,s
Sewing Mocnines
Heavy Eauciment
Spor's Eq.Jomen!
Fi•ewood
Musical
scel o^eous
7 V & 7?...1c1,0
Pe's & Surop, es

BAKER Ful eme position
evadable in Food Services
at Murray Stale University
Salary $5 77 per hour High

•
Area Men's IL Young
Men's Fashion Store
Seeks Young Aggressla Manager_
Send Resume To
P.O. Box 1040G
Murray, Ky. 42071

NEED Christmas mo
ney??? Like to talk to peo
pie??? Would you like to

knowledge of microcompu
Mrs and word processing
preferred Must have good
interpersonal skills and the
ability to work well with
faculty memebers and stu
dents Arosoc ability arid
experience in cresting bulletin boards, flyers, and
newsletter preferred A typing test must be eaten with
a minimum of 45 net word
per minute required Apply
at Human Resources, 4th
Floor, Sparks Hall, Murray
State Universay, Murray.
KY 42071 MSU is an equal
education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D. AA
employer

410
540
560
570

ing for inexperienced dnv
ers, if you quality Call to
day for your future
1-8004774180
EARN up to $1000 weekly
prooessang mail Start now
No experience Free supplies Free information No
obligation Send SASE to
Lifetime. Dept 28 PO Box
39, Bangs, TX 76823
LOOKING for work? Enicry
traveling (random inner
ary)7 Are you young? En-

thusiastic? Like meeting
people? Experience arid
education unimportant
Wear jeans and t shirts
while working Transoorta
non provided Start immediately No phone calls' Inter
views Tuesday, November
16, trim 9am 1 pm at the
Murray Plaza Court

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

make $100 or more for just CASH for mobile home
201-irs of doing lust that? Ores 8 axles removed
-GREAT-9.104-00141-T-CIC.--4,164,w8
LAY' CAII Marc 753 7071
used
between 9am lpm & CASH paid for good,
rifles, shotguns. and pisSPrn 9pm 1WF Equal Op tols
Benson Sporting
portunay Employer
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray

Eva's Custom
Sewing
753-2728

openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not lull time high
school students Call
753 9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00ern

DEPARTMENTAL SEC- We we an EOE This pro
RETARY 1 Parttime posi- led a funded by the West
tion available (20 hours per em Kentucky Private In
week) in tie American Hu- dustry Council JTPA
mimics Office at Murray DRIVERS needed Both
State University Salary experienced and inexper
$5 77 per hour High school 'timed Tuition paid train-

graduate, or equivalent.
with at least one year of
secretarial/office expen
ence required Extensive

MISCELLANEOUS

Position available
for average home
Will
seamstress.
train. Good working condition.
Corner of
12th & Poplar
Prefer older adult.
NOW hiring for night shift 8
weekends Full time & part
positions available Apply
in person at McDonald's,
107N 12th
RETAIL sales position
open immediately Full
time, seasonal & part time
permanent Prefer experience in retail & knowledge
of interior design & display
mg Apply in person to Mur
ray Pier 1 Imports 120513
Chestnut

FAMILY with disabled wile
wants to buy a 31x house
with possible owner It
nance 492-8116 or
753 8085

Johnny Robertson Road,

Six Hare Road, right on Sy Hale 1:106d

1/4 rT11141

NON-PHOf Ii ORGA111/41iON

PO Box 1033

America's Second

Murray

'Doodanos or. 2 days
in advance,

Car

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 SO. 12th

Murray, KY

42071

Lowest Rates in Town'
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

PROGRESSIVE COMPANY
HAS TWO OPENINGS
IN OUR LOCAL BUSINESS OFFICE

090

Position
Wanted
ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & kore
dos Ruth's See and Sew
Country Square, 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981

1010

Business
Opportunity

CANDIDATES SHOULD POSSESS.
'Excellent communication skills
'3 years previous work experience
VIE OFFER

'Excellent cornpenselionbonus structure
'Competitive benefits package
'Professional work environment
If you enjoy working in a fast-paced environment and
would like to join a winning team, please reply lo:

PERSONNEL MANAGER
P.O. BOX 1305-B
MURRAY, KY 42071
ALL RESPONSES WEL BE EXTREMELY CONFIDENTIAL
We are an equal opportunity employer.

HOLIDAY GIFTS Shop in
a relaxed atmosphere your
home or my home To see
an array of men's and wo
men's fragrance and cos
mote gifts, call Susan Cunningham, Mary Kay Inds
pendent .Beauty
Consultant/Director
753-2207 Career oppor
tuniess offered

165

Antiques
ANTIQUE flax wheel, in

Area call

NEW metal siding & roofing Geyer 36 out to length

in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalurne Secondary
if available 489-2722 or
489-2724.
WANTED. 200 amp mete!
pole for mobile home
436-5485.
WEDDING ring set $150.
Electric treadmill. $150.
Manual treadmill $50
489-2609 after 5pm.
WOOD burning stove insert. built in blowers, excellent condition 753-4471.

WHIRLPOOL retngeraeor,
good condition Hot Point
dryer, ter Call 753-8430
days, 759.4805 nights after
51)m
ion

Woo
Furnishings
5 PIECE living room set,
$100 obo, 750-9196 or
753-0416
ANTIQUE coudul lee new
forest green tweed recliner,
$50/ea. 753-1268.

FRENCH Provincial chest
and dresser, Win mattress
and box springs with braes
headboard, excellent conTRS-80 computer and dition Cal 753-4908 after
printer,exercise bench with. 5 30pnv
stepper 759-1518

SPINET Console Piano
Wanted responsible patv
to make low monthly pay
merits See locally Cell
1 800 327 3345

KILL ROACHES' Ru., EN
FORCER Over fete Road,
Spray or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kilos
roaches overnight or your
money
bac •
GUAFIANTE ED,

5pm
K TI and Associates ,tier
wig a full brie of investx; itve

services Bel

10'S FT brake Pro Two,for
vinyl siding 436-2701
15 INCH aluminum wheels
&Ores fits S10, S15. Blazer
and Jimmy, also SoloFlex
exercise machine Call before 2pm or leave message
753-2783

ALTO Saxophone excel
Call
lent condition
753 4908 after 5 30pm

ANTIQUE oak secretary

630K FRESH 0/H, new
clutch, new paint. new rear
tires, w f . $3950
753-1794

SEWING jobs wanted, in
cluding formal wear
753-1061
WILL sit with elderly, lull or
pan time Experience, good
references 753 6170

QUALITY Transitional
Style sofa & loveseat,
pastel reflections, 3 brass)
glass tables, coordinating
lamps, 2 wing back chairs
3 large pictures like new
condition Call 753-5756

WANTED telescopic crap
pie poles made several
years ago by Kodiak or
Starfish Co Call 436-5838

card ready

TOO BUSY? To clean your
house? My rates are rea
sonable 8 I have many
local references Call
Donna 436 2547

UKE new large Broyhill di
rung table & chairs, queen
tube type waterbed mat
tress, good treadmill Call
759-1159

desk, $175 759_1348 after

1993 KUBOTA, 17 Horse
SALES Local company excellent condition
needs sales personnel, 759-1274 after 6pm
knowledge of building ma
ALLERGY HELP Perma
tenets hardware helpful
nent Electrostatic Air Filters
Will be working with a corn
& cooling Paul
puler Must be atria to work for heating
Harvey sells for $7995
with customers 40 plus
$59 95
hours per week Desire Rush Umbaugh kir
direct from Aar
some experience Apply in You buy
Care Mfg lor $3245 Have
person Myers Lumber sock
your filter size and credit
So 4th St

WILL babysit in my home
Have references Call
759•4529

l'UglyDuckling
ME331=3111
Locations Coast to Coast
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Mon.-Frt. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

USED 4 wheeler utility
trailer 753 2512

Purchase Plastics,
Inc.

753-0166

OFFICE HOURS:

good condition. $275
753-5859

or
4 7 4 8 346
TRUCK driver needed
MAINTENANCE repair
1 803-474 8346
man, must have knowledge CDL license required
of electric 8 piumbing, ac, 615 232-7001 days. F3OGARD trucking and exetc Serious inquires only 615 232 7771 nights
cavating, inc We haul tap
Apply in person at Riviera WANTED Dancers and soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
Courts Office. Murray be
waitresses for Foxy Lady rock, rip rap 759-1828
tween Etam- lpm
Club, Paris, TN No expen
CHECK OUR PRICES on
MAINTNENANCE for once necessary Phone dog, cat & horse food.
at
Jeri
or
Charlie
apartment complexes
Corn, bird seed We carry
P.O. Box 5310
Must have basic know 901 644 0301
out to your cat Keith's
ledge of plumbing
lAayfleld, Ky. 42066
WILDLIFE/ Lawn & Tractor, Hwy 94E
electric Apply in person at CONSERVATION JOBS
or call
GOOD used wood furnace,
Apts
Manor
Southside
Game wardens, security,
502-247-3377
8 30am-12noon or Murray maintenance etc No exp will heat up to 10 room
house Call Robert Wiggins
Manor Apts 1 30 5pm
necessary Now hiring For
753-4566 between
info call 219 794 0010 ext
9am 5pm
7159. Barn 8pm 7 days
GRAIN fed beef by the side
$1 231b plus processing
070
759-1021
Domestic
Childcare
MICROWAVE/Utility cart in
CLEANING houses a my new condition, 363(21 5',
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
solid oak wood top, ca
business Reliable and ex
(Deers swim at 6001
perienced references Call binets, wine rack, on
wheels, $120 753-8291
Linda 759.9553
Knights of Columbus Hall

OPE 11 TO THE PlAil C

Public Sa e
For Trocse
Free Column
Wonted!

celery so convections can be
mode.

JOHANN Howland china
Blue Garden pattern
7530626

Immediate openings
for shift supervisor
and maintenance personnel.
Send resume to

lout

••

should b• rpodd immedi-

To Buy

Good math skills we ea
weal Must be knowledge
of methods of preparation
equipment and supply use
DO you need a GED? Do and sanitation and safety
you need hope for the to
Apply at Department of Emture and help to get a solid
ployment Services, 1210
career? We have 22 JOB
Johnson Blvd, Murray. Ky

42071 MSU a an equal
education and employment
opportunity, MiF/D AA
employer

Mobile Homes For Sue
For Sole or Loose
Home Loons
Pool Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sae
Forms Foi S0,0
Homes For So e

Want

Help
Wanted

school graduate or equivalent required with two yews
experience in corivnercaal
food service, one year of
which must be in baking

REAL (SIA1E SALES
270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

Advertisers ore requested to
chock the flrst Insertion ol
thole ads for any efrOf. Murray
LocIper & flm.. vill b• re
sports/bite foe only ono Inca
reCt Insertion. Any error

110

00

KY 04 west ID

3 Permanent
Positions Locally

insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services OffereCI

Help
Warded

NAM

Lost
And Found

Bid Invitation
Natural
Murray
Gas System will be
sealed
accepting
bids for a trenching
machine.Bid specifications may be
picked up at the
City Clerk's Office
at City Hall located
at 207 So. 5th
Murray,
Street,
Ky.Sealed bids will
be accepted until
on
p.m.
2:00
22,
November
1993.

080
230
250
Situohon Wonted
290
Business 00portunity
Instruction. 530

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes tor Ron'
2a0
255 MObile Home Lots tor Ron'
Business Rentals
3.X
Won' "o Rent
3'C
Apartments ;or Rent
320
Rooms For Pert?
320
Houses For Pent
340
340
Far Rent Or Lease

050

020

a
Ire
which
r on
lion

070
090

heir) Wonted
Domestic & CNC:Wore

060
Logi
Notice

Call

O all
1SCS
ns or
ins.
iange

060

010

lassi
Nonce

CaUoway County
Fire & Rescue
Squad will be
taking bids on a
1976 Ford F250 4
wheel drive with
utility bed. Can
be seen at Rescue
Squad Building.
Will be taking
bids until Dec.15.

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT

Legal Notice
Notice
Personas
Cord of 1/10-es
Memory
Lost & Fauna

FARMERS MARKET
QC
370
390

men
tierthey

0

ANNOUNCEMENIS
.0.
020
o 25
030
040
OSO

ADJUSTMENTS

753-1916

CALL

$5.00 Column Inch
an% Olacourit 2nd that
40% Dlacount Sal Nun.

010

pronein
SDA
be
v iod an

TOANPLAADCE

The Oaks
Pro Shop
Christmas
Sale

Air

UPT)lei

753 3868 or 436 60,4,4

10x55 2801 on 100 000
corner lot car garactl
$12 900 in Pine Bluff Shore
area 436 5895
196.4 MODEL 10x50
partially furnished Pino
Bluff Shore area Un
blocked and moved for
$1000 444 6031 after

5orn
2801 mobile home newly

Clubs:
Pings, 845s, Daiwa,
I logan, Miiuno

Shoes:
Foot Joys, Dexter,
Mizuno, W•eboks

remodeled Must sue to at
preciate 753 3084
CUMMINGS Wier Poles.
Specializing in motile
home electric services ,,,00
amp $375 100 amp $.31‘
435 4027

Open to the
public!

OUR pledge to you
compare quality insuianor
OPbon5.and set up you cii
SOLOFLEX. like new, find that we have the
best value for your hoits,n,1
$400 753-6669
dollar!' Dinkins Mobile
Homes. Inc Hwy /it
210
Paris TN 1 800 642 4r.19'
FIrreocid
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Mobile
Homes For Rent

FIREWOOD, also tree ser
vice Call 436-2562

2801 Grogan & Mord.
Home Village Appliaiii *0
Si water hirnished
man RE 753 989A

FIREWOOD $1750 a not
7 59 2 5 70
up
&
83'n-5pm

2B01 Mobile borne

1

or

newly remodeerC
References & deposit re
quired Call 753 3084
acres,

220

Musical
PIANO tuning John
Gotbschalk, 753 9600

SHADY Oaks 2 or Iry
electric or gas Wolk rng
lance to college 753 5209

WOOD WORKS

'6igns
Computer Cut Vinyl, Logos and Letters Custom
Banners. Plywood Signs, Magnetic Signs Vehicle
Lettering. Plexiglass Signs, Window Lettering Real
Estate Signs, Office Signage. Greeting and Adver
tising Posters. Sandblasted Redwood Signs Ar
chaectural Signs. Metal and Foam Letters, Bronze
Plaques, Trade Show Signs/Displays, Any Custom
Wood Works

Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept MasterCard ti Visa

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy These
policies are now written in 10 Standard plans
and we write all 10 Also at age 65 to 65'1?.
according to Federal .Law. they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be
..j Price 2 Company stability 3 Service We
represent 7 'A M Best A or A. rated'
Companies to give you the best possible rates
and service We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore

Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free
1-800-455-4199
•A
A.;
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

MONDAY. NO VEMBE H '5

1/93
•

•

28R stare & refrigerator
canine his $200/mo pius
No pets
deposit
474-2100

14410011uper specious 2br
duplexa, quiet wooded
area 753.4573
NICE duplex 2br owning
appliereats furnished
Ce:e•nen RE 753-9898

14reis Us. ivir Red
FOR

RENT

Large lot for motile home Garden space, septc
tank & City water
Some restrctons

492-8714
400
BJelrese

Reuel
2 CAR body shop kx rent
Air compressor bathroom
gas heat After 4pm
437 4465
4 CAR garage with office &
paved lot 753 4509
800 220050 ft
RE 753-9898

Coleman

BUILDING for rent 404 N
4111 Four overhead doors
gas heat. floor drain sepa
rate office $325 mo
753 3018
COMMERCIAL building for
rent on 12th Street Erten
sNe remodeling on outside
being done Great location
& parking for business Cal
753 7435 or 753 3966
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612
310
Want
To %el
HOME with store front in
the business section of
Murray Call collect (214)
709 8056

1.2.380 aots Furnished
very nice near k4SU No
7 5 3 1 25 2
Pets
days 753-0606 atter 5pm
1 OR 2br opts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR 1 bath duplex, garage
with door opener, dishwasher, garbage disposal, wrd hookup No pets
$450/mo 753-7688 days,
759-4703 nights
2BR duplex in Northwood,
$350/mo 7594-406
4BR. 2 bath apes available
fix Jan occupancy C,ental
ha. applicances furnished
Located on Diuguid Coleman RE 753-9898
CHESTNUT STREET
TOWNHOUSES 2br,
bath. deck, all appliances
including washer & dryer,
ceiling fans Free lawn
care $435/rno Coleman
RE 753-9898
DUPLEX 2br apartment
with double car garage,
modern appliances central
h/a $400 Howard Brandon
502753-4389.home
502-753-5960
DUPLEX apt 1416 Michelle Dm° 2br 2 lull
baths, all map( appliances.
wd hookup, garage. lyr
lease required 753-0262.
527-2370
EMBASSY 2br, central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
FEMALE looking for roommate to share expenses
753-2332 after 6pm

NOW taking applicaUons
kir Section 8 low rent hous
rig Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended, be
tertian Sam 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opponunay
ONE bedroom apt low uali
sea References & deposit
requwed No pets $185/mo
753-3949
SHERRY Lane Estates
2br apartment lake new
central gas heat central air
all appliances including
weather arid dryer, bay
window, free lawn care
Coleman RE 753 9898

NICE 3br brick, gas heat,
near downtown $350/rno
plus deposit Call 753-1513
after 4pm
NICE. spacious 213r tram
house. 1 mile on 94E on
Garland Rd Has large Irving room kitchen fireplaces. gas heat garage
$300/mo plus deposit lyr
lease 753 0089

Au breeos all saes
Ask atiout specials

759-1768

NEW homes al city trebBUILDING 10IB atwooden
les. 2 or 3br 1 or 2 bath.
won with limiasci resvic
Dons Wooded lots as low pric•
range
as $5000 to $6500 South- $52 000 $62 000 comwest school district, natural plete Call 753-4444
gas city water caternsion
.170
3 3i10 torn Murray city
limas on 94W 753 5841,
klakweydas
•
753-1566
1987 YAMAHA TW200
SOUTHWEST Villa Subdi- needs minor repairs $1200
vision
1 00 x 1 4 0' at* Hero Mester freestyle
753-4873 after 5 30prn
Ig bike. nice, $175

CHOW pups $50/ea 2 red
females 1 black male
Ready Nov 20Ih 753 7913
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Servings Murray for over
i2yrs 436-2858
LARGE 14 yr old. AKC.
male German Shepherd
good dog $100 753 5958

WANT to buy 2 or 3br home
under $40,000 Will be pay
trig cash 354 8542

Lake
Property
LAKE property 4 wooded
acres, house in need o
work, gas heat, quiet dead
end road, Aurora
474-8400 or 474-8119
leave message

Farm
For kis
50 ACRES half tillable
good road & location east
of Murray $39500 Terms
759-1922
460
Hems
For Sale

Used
Cars

2BR house in Puryear
Large shade lot $18,000
Call 901-247 3391

1977 CHRYSLER. 2dr.
$895 753-5547

38R, 1.4 bath, basement,
large deck, screened
porch gas heat large
kitchen one car garage
$54.500 759-4820

1984 SUI3ARU GL, good
condition
$1625
492-8256
1985 CADILLAC Eldorado
1979 Camaro. mint condition 436-2799

38R, 1 bath home in town,
quiet neighborhood Priced
at $52,500 Contact KOpper ud Realty 753 1222
MLS *5269

1986 BUICK Skylark, 4cyl
Sap, new Wes arid exhaust,
38mpg
$ 2 00 0
901-247-5737 after 5pm

38R. 1 bath all new kitchen
cabinets & counter tops,
new carpet & vinyl full
basement with washer &
dryer, new ha. 8x16 building, new paint 602 Vine
Street (901) 232-8573 after 5pm (Pans Landing)

1986 MERCURY Sable
loaded, new tees, good
mpg $3500 753-0721, if
no answer. 436-5642
1988 CHEVY Camaro hoc
Z-28, automatic 5 7 Wee
TPI, air power window*,
locks & seat, t tops,66.XXX
Call
miles
$6000
753-2767 after 5pm

3BR brick, 1 bath, central
HA, Large kitchen dining
area, carport West of university on Calloway Ave
753-1435

1988 FORD Tauna very
good condition $2700 obo
Call after 6pm at 436-6099

3BR brick, excellent condition, 6 miles east of Hazel
$65,000 759-1352
4BR 2 bath 3403sq ft, 1'4
story, $135,000 obo Will
trade for a mobile home
Will sell up to 10 acres Y.
mile south of Colas Campground Church
Call
753-7975

OS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CuSTOM W000wORKiNG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
Bunny greadl
753 saw

Ate SuNBuRY - MURRAY B.mrd

•

You Can Advertise Here For
5.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

DIAL — 753-1916

16 YOUNG Red Poll cows.
bred to calve, March 1994
Night 753 9778 753 5890
492 8302
BART Rudolph Farm Fencing Barb woven high tensil
& electric Call for free est)
mate 462 3224 or
559 2801

JUST received 2 new Bonaza Stock trailers 1 G N.
1 bumper Call or see Roger Hudson 753 4545
QUARTER Horse 15hh
gelding 10yrs old $800
firm 759 1655 after 4pm
380
Pets
& &spas
AKC Chocolate Lab pups, 7
weeks old weaned and
shots Ready to go
354 6945
AKC Chow Chow puppies
Low pncesl Call 436 2965
AKC Doberman puppies 1
male 1 female 753 4549
or 759 9828 or leave
message
AKC Registered Puppies
Giant Schnauzers Golden
Retrervers Siberian Huskies Shots & wormed
502 653 2301

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

CAMP

'
,,tS
E.f c`R*C.-A, (..).4' RAC
Commercial & Residential • Licensed & Insured
James C. Gallimore, Owner
L ,Ce,
sed SMAq.
,
OU SE ,
sta[isp, • .1: Audoli.orro instavaton
Coldwaterorn.• A...tomato,"
808
Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

- Days Per Week

•

MURRAY 753-9224

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!

1(11. Nesbitt Masonry Company
Commercial and Residential
General Contracting
kit
i
Backhoe Service
.1'
Ph. 502-492-8516
Hazel, Kentucky
D. Pager 502-762-7221

S500
Only

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
759-4685

Commercial Waste
Disposal
a,
.
2 ,a-,...
-74t
•

489-2303

..•':.1--

1-800-585-6033
Bud Stewart. Route Manager

tK.T.I. &

Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor

Dr. Mary

For all your
investigative
needs!
,\
-1)
,,

Associates

Call for an appointment

753-2962

Bel-Alr Center, Murray
(502) 753-3868

753-6315
* BODY SHOP *
All Work Guaranteed To Your Satisfaction!
Rental Cars Available
Work On MI Makes & Models- Foreign or Domestic

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

I.

,..-:-.,-.7..
._ ,...........,,
.p_-,......
_.
==.„_

TRi-STATE

,_---

BuildEas

GARAgE

CALL
Melber, Kentucky
1-800-767-5893
or Call Collect (502)674-M93

What away to Start the Week!!

— Dial Now —
Advertise Here!

Residential &
Commercial
Service
Experienced & refer
ences available
Ca 753-0775 for free
estimate If no answer
leave message
Al, AL'S hauling yard
work, tree rernoval mow
ing
Free •stimates
759-1683

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches
roofing concrete drive
ways, painting main le
risme etc Free estimates
480-2303
ANTENNA Repair and in
gradation Replace or install
quality Channel Master an
banns. rotors, and amplifiers Beasley•s Antenna
Service, Buchanan,
901-642-4077

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special saes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc_ Excellent prow,eon high query excellent
value ROy Hill 7594464
C & C Painting 753 0884
CH1M Celia Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191
CLASS A Carpet Cessna
& Building Maintenance
Commercial or residential
Insured tree && trnA tes
474 8339
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes traitors offices
Wulffs Recovery. Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
Service
and C°°6^11
Ulm
pied installaeon and sae
v ice
Call Gary at
759 4754
CUSTOM bulkioring and
bazkhoe work septic sys
tems 354 8161 after giorn
DAVE'S Window Cleaning
is now accepting houses for
fall and winter Free eso
mates Phone 753 9673
DONALD Fincher carpel
vinyl & hardwood onstage
bon servioe 759- 1688
DRYWALL finishing re
pars additions arid Pow
ing ceilings 753-4761

ANT1OUE refiresteng furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

ELECTRICAL Ron Hail
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Service sales arid in
APPLIANCE REPAIRS staNatiori (502) 435 4699
Factory trained by 3 mato( 435 4327
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask EXPERIENCED dry wall
for Andy at The Appliance finishing References avail
able 436-2060
Works 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE Service, complete foundations
R H Nesbitt, Masonry
Phone 492-8516 D Pager
762-7221
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
ment 759-1515
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations
etc 759-4664
BAILEY'S Lawn Service
Leaf the leaves to us
Leaves raked & picked up
or mulched 753-6986
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran
teed
753 1134 or
436-5832

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 436-2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
dows, vinyl flooring
436 2052
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474 2307
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753 2674
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753 5484

ONE stop for all your uphol
story needs Cars fundure,
boats motorcycles & etc
Work guaranteed Prices
reasonable 489 2662
leave message

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
'CARPET MAN Whole- Service Center, cleaningsale carpet & vinyl Local servicing $15, most repairs
installation 502-474-2796, $35 Free estimates Route
800-833-4461 Randy Lee, 1, Alma Open 912, 1.5,
Prop
Mon Fn . 753 0530

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

WINDOW & door repair
-glaze
Repair, re-screen re
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753 2330
prompt service

WEST KY Timber Frames
& Log Homes 'Complete
packages available 'Cus
tom design services •Turn
key construction Call
437 4017
WILLIAM Duncan Building
Contractor Experienced
builder of houses garages
pole barns & storage build
wigs Also remodeling Call
for estimate 474 8267
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492 8742

VRC cleaning & repair, reasonable rates Call Zeb's
VCR Repair 492 8116

MR Chimney chimney
cleaner 492-8723
NEW homes, remodeling,
garages, roofing. concrete
& brick work & plumbing
repair D & C Construction
474-8720
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759-4690

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•64
—
• A K 98 52
4K 10762

IP A 8 7 4 2
•76 3
44

ALPHA BUILDERS

,

_-

MOBILE Home Repair
Roof coating decks underpinning General Home Repair 759-9236. 753-3102

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.

Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance

WitLNESS 8 WE Gt•i YANAGEMEN!
322 E Wood St • Paris. In 38242

Eddie Linn

LEES CARPET CLEANING Carpets furniture
Commercial or residential
Free esomates 753 5827

WEST
+ K 97 3

Doors Wndows Door Track a Troneys and Insulation
for Metal Buildings
Butterwerth Rd Jive), 299)
Office 1502; 489-2722
Murray KY 47071
Horne (502) 489 2724

Call Us Anytime

gel 644 Me
Mon Th.% '0 4 or By Appoont*,•,,*

LAWN mowing & leaf
mulching Coleman Boneher 759-4564

Call 753-1916
« Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding.

Seprie Tanks, Sewer. & Hauling

,A__,-.,- \\Oritf,
#biliRig,
•

Per Week

(Minimum 13 Weeks)

,...

' I)
-_ I: V

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain for
mica all 0310(15 Free estimates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 436-5560

0,4111/11Ort ileetric

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING

;Jai I ‘74 .• All Types of Refuse Service
-roman. •1;,4

1976 SEARAY. 22ft. excel
lent condition, trailer in
ducted. $7500 753-3914
weekdays. 435-4236

LICENSED for electric and
gee 753 7203

VIM,
Livestock
& Supplies

14FT germ Craft with 18hp
motor and trailer
436-2874

1 A Al Hauling tree trimming. tree removal, clean1991 OLDS Silhouette ex- ing out she. attics & odd
ceNent condition, loaded, lobs Free estimates
$12.900 obo Must sell 436-2102 Luke Larnb
753-1036 or 753-6695
HEATING Ron Hall Heating Cooing and Electric
Co Service unit replace
merit and complete installbon Licensed gas installer
Phone 435.4699
1986 CHEVY Siverado, 2
KDL Bookkeeping Corntone paint $4500
putenzed Payroll, taxes,
753-5121 after 5pm
electronic filing Pickup and
Delivery 502-474 2796,
800-833 4461

•

•

1991 S10 4x4 BLAZER
Sport black wich,wcoal in
tenor, loaded, 21.XXX real
sharp, $14,500 753-7710
after 6pm, 759-4492
8arn-3pm Serious inquires
only

Vas

•I
.....
r

RECENTLY redecorated
3br, 2 bath full basement
home with a 2br, 1 bath
rental house next door for
extra income, near hospital Shown by appointment
759-1293

1990 JEEP Comrrianche
Pioneer 37xxx must sell
762 2352

1E11

Forget Those Rakes & Bagst
Our power blowers & vacuums do the
lob right and got it done fast.
Christophef Mciiey - Owner

LAKE property 4br. 2 bath,
1700sq ft. situated on 1 3
acres pins TVA $79 900
Owner may help finance
Jones & Ross Realty
527-7224 ovmer,agent

1987 TOYOTA extended
cab, long bed as cirs. pb,
topper, good Yes. runs &
looks greet $4300 obo
759-9196 alter 4 30pm or
7591100 days

Moving, Rearranging
your present home-)
We can move your
furniture
&
ap
plianceS along *
house* d
Other
products

Al TREE Service Stump
removed end spraying Free
atommes
7530906 after
5C1rTI 759-9816, 753 0495

CLASSIC 1972 BMW
2002. Breton. good runtwig condition for sale or
Wade for van 1984 Volkswagen GT1, a/c. Sap, 2
new Ores good condition
sharp. sporty & economi
cal, $1650 901 642-3691

753-5726

HOUSE & 6 acres west of
Murray Land is fenced for
horses Barn & tobacco
barn & shed House a 2br,
Irving room, kitchen, large
den. utility & 11, bath
435-4501 after 4pm

1980 CHEVY stopsid41.
327 Up, make otter 250
Cl straight 6 molor for
Chevy, make offer 5 Chevy
Ralye wheels with centers.
Pm rings. arid openers.
15x7, $100 753-7010 akar
59m

1992 TOYOTA Tercel DX
2dr, auto. sr, aneim cass
Me. 85XX actual miles
Cal after 5pm 753-8266

LEAF CLEAN-UP SERVICE

FOR sale 2br rental house
in Murray $10.000
1545-34-43

Iv ,

•

1990 HONDA Accord. excellent condition, by owner
Night 753 9778

Dial-A-Service

370

LOVELY 2br duplex in exclusive subdivision, minutes horn Murray, one
block from lake water &
appliances furnished
peace & quiet for only
5375/mo 527 9639

Gerald Linn

1989 TOYOTA Supra. Sap
loaded 44,XX X miles
759-9641

190

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753 2905

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.

•"t.
*

1989 HONDA Accord,
92,XXX highway miles,
cruse control, prs. 5 speed,
second owner. gold.
$5800 762-4066

1990 NISSAN Sense, 2dr
1990 F Z R 600 BLACK, good shape Call Collecgray & red matching SHOE! tors Dept Bank of Murray
753 1883
helments, extra parts
436-5406
1991 MAXIMA, red wfrblece
1993 KX 125 good condi- leather, low miles
DOn MUSI sel Wd make 753 8678.
great Chnstmas present
1991 MAZDA 626 DX 4c1r,
Will take payoff or take over
Feb peg sr, local owner,
payments Cal 436-2794
58,XXX miles excellent
after 4 30prn
condition
$7250
753 9609

BLUE Heeler pups S35/eia
489 2066 after 6prn

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

HORSES for sale Paints &
AOHA mares geldings &
weanlings Call 435-4503

NEAR University Spacious
2br apt with large Irving
room and kitchen dining
area combo Plus carpeting
throughout Bath has tub &
shower 3 large closets
Washer dryer hookup
Range refrigerator, dm
hwasher, disposer Electric
heat & aw Well emulated
Fast floor $325 deposit
$325 mo Available De
comber 11th 753 4560
9ern to 4pm Mon *Iry Fn

All Dog
Grooming

TAKING applications for PEG S Dog Grooming
section 8 rent subsidized 753 2915
apartments 1, 2 di 3 bed
rooms handicap accessi4.10
ble Equal Housing Oppor •
Real
tunity Apply Fieldale Apts
bees
Ky
or call
Hardin
502 437-4113
HOUSE and acreage or
sale 753 1300 citen 6pm
TOWNHOUSE duplex 2br,
489 2116 7pm 10prn
14 baths appliances turn
shed 5450/mo 753 3343 KENTUCKY LAKE BAR
GAIN Lakefront wdocat
VERY nice 21x. 2 bath dupermit $29,900 Near Pans
plex appliances; furnished,
Landing Nicely wooded
central gas h/a Northwood
1 2 acres w/long frontage &
Dr $475ano 1 month de
tremendous views Enioy
posrt 1 year lease No pets
mild year round climate
7532906
low taxes low crime, Prestigious new development,
perfect for vacation/
retirement home Little
down excelletn financing
1614 OLIVE all utilities Call now 800 858 1323
furnished kitchen & Innng Woodlawn Acres
room privileges Coleman
KOPPERUD Realty has
RE 753 9898
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
3.10
you are thinking of selling
Nouse.
contact one of our courteFor Refit
ous and professional
3BR 2 car garage, ap- agents at 753-1222 or stop
pliances furnished 4 miles by office at 711 Main St
from Murray 5500/no
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
lease & deposit required
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
759 4664
Center
Bel -Aar-1
38R bock carport. 905 502- 753 -SOLD,
Fairtane $450frno Cole- 1 900 369 5780
man RE 753 9898
ROBERTS Realty Cello
NEWLY redecorated 3br, way County's oldest and
14 bath gas heat central most reliable real estate
ae, large shaded lot, near agency For all your real
Southwest School, ample estate needs call them tostorage. $500 , mo
day at 753-1651 1 Syca
753-7920, 753 1664
more and 12th St

LIKE new 2br duplex car
port, deck, gas heat Lease
No pets 753-7457

k4UR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br aparenents
Phone 759 498-4 Equal
Housing Opportunity

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON

EAST
+1052
V(1.1965
•(1 4
4 A J5

S01,7141
•A Q.18
•K 103
•.110
4 Q983
The bidding:
South West
North East
3•
IV
2•
14
PHS8
fi
Opening lead — three of spades.

This deal, which occurred in the
quarter-final of the(rand National
Team Championship earlier this
•year, was the key to a victory by an
upstart New England team over a
favored Chicago foursome. It demonstrates the delicate inferential reasoning a declarer sometimes must
employ to find the winning line of
play.
When-a New England pair held
the North-South cards, the bidding
went asshown, East's three diamond
hid was a game-try in hearts, and
after West evinced no interest, North
(Rich De Martino)not unreasonably
took a shot at six clubs.
West knew little abouttheopposing holdings. hut he suspected(quite
rightly) that dummy had a heart
void and a powerful diamond suit. So
West made the attacking lead of a

low spade, hoping his partner had
the ace or queen.
Declarer grate-fully captured
East's ten of spades with the queen,
hut had to decide how to play trumps.
Since West had overcalled in hearts
and apparently had some spade
length as well, South concluded that
if one opponent had three clubs, it
was more likely to he East.
Soat trick twodeclarer led a club
towards dummy,hoping West would
produce a singleton honor and solve
his problem Dummy's king lost to
the ace and East returned a spade to
South's-ace Declarer then ruffed a
spade in dummy and, after both opponents followed low, led a club to
the nine with fingers crossed. When
the nine held, he cashed the queen
and played dummy's A -K of diamonds. The fall of the queen was an
unnecessary bonus
The deal yielded a 16-IMP gain
for New England. which won the
match by 6 !MIN. Sometime later,
West collared South and
the
asked how he had guessed the club
position.
. Well, South replied. when 1
ruffed the third spade in dummy and
you followed low, I knew you had
started with K -x-x-x. Since you had
to have five or six hearts for )4itir
overcall. East was marked with more
cards in the minor suits, making him
a favorite to hold the jack.'
"What if I had falsecarded with
the king on the third spade so you
would thihk I had started with only
three," West asked.
I might have gone
wrong,' said South And indeed he
I was
might
ight have. I know, b
South
"l n that case

;
<,

3

_
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
,By‘ The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Nov. 13. the 319th day of 1993. There are 441
days left in the year.
Tolley's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 15. 1777. the Continental Congress approved the Articics
of Confederation. a precursor to the Constitution of the United States.
On this date:
In 1806. explorer Zebulon Pike sighted the mountaintop that later
became known as Pikes Peak.
In 1889. Brazil's monarchy was overthrown. A republic was proclaimed following the ouster of Dorn Pedro IL the country's second
and last emperor.
In 1926. the National Broadcasting Co. made its on-air debut with a
radio network of 24 stations.
'
In 1939, President Franklin D. Roosevelt laid the cornerstone of the
Jefferson Memorial in Washington D.C.
In 1969, a quarter of a million preaesters staged a peaceful demonstration in Washington against the Vietnam War.
In 1982, funeral services were held in Moscow's Red Square for the
Late Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhnev.
In 1985, Britain and Ireland signed an accord giving Dublin an official consultative role in governing the troubled British-ruled province
of Northern Ireland.
In 1987, 28 of the 82 people aboard a Continental Airlines DC-9,
including the pilot and co-pilot, were killed when the jetliner crashed
after taking off from Denver's Stapleton International Airport.
Ten years ago: Turkish Cypriot leaders in northern Cyprus declared
their part of the Mediterranean island an independent republic in a
move that was later denounced by the U.N. Security Council.
Five years ago: The Palestine National Council, the legislative body
of the P.L.O. proclaimed the establishment of an independent Palestinian state at the close of a four-day conference in Algiers. The Soviet
Union launched its first space shuttle, Buren, on an ufirnanned, threeand-a-half-hour flight.
One year ago: President-elect Clinton and his ytife, Hillary. hosted
a dinner in Little Rock, Ark., for Democratic congressional leaders in
the first such meeting since the presidential election.
Today's Birthdays: Former White House Chief of Staff Howard H.
Baker Jr. is 68. Actor Ed Amer is 64. Singer Petula Clark is 61.
Actress Joanna Barnes is 59. Actor Sam Waterston is 53.
Thought for Today: "In seeking wisdom thou art wise; in imagining that thou has attained it thou art a fool." - Simon Ben A7.743i,
second century A.D. Jewish scholar.
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Ten years ago
Murray High School's Scholastic Team will appear on Kentucky Educational Television on Nov.
17. Team members are Ricky
Rogers, Charles Culp, Matt Harnngion, Bill Maddox, Luke Harrington and Todd Ross. Sponsors
are Peggy Brown and Brenda
Maddox.
A feature story about the Calloway County Fire Rescue Squad
is published. It is wriuen by Ruth
Ann Coleman, Staff Wnter.
Murray Area Vocational Center held open house from 6:30 to
8:30 p.m. on Nov. 14.
Gene Thurman. Pat Hicks and
Terry Turner are pictured separately with deer taken while
hunting.
Dr. Charles Smith, Dr. Gary
Brockway and Molly Ross presented a special musical program
for the Arts In School Program at

Southwest Calloway Elementary
School.
Twenty years ago
Steve Taylor. son of Mr. and
Mn. Robert P. Taylor, Scott Verswey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Johannes Verwey, Michael Musser, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard L.
Musser, and Gayle J. Hawkins.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G.
Hawkins, have enlisted in the
United States Navy.
Bill Boston, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fil R. Boston and student at
Murray High School, has been
selected to attend the Skylab Project at Lexington on Dec. 5. His
science teacher at MHS is Lloyd
Hasty.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Brandon
will be married-for 50 years on
Nov. 18.
Births reported incluck a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Walker,
Nov. 5, and a girl to Mr. and

Mrs. Bob W. Miller. Nov. 6.
Forty years ago
Thirty years ago
James Outland, president of
Pfc. Gary W. Humes. son of Murray Training School Chapter
Mr. and Mrs. Orval-F. Humes of of Future Farmers of America,
Rt. 3, Murray. is serving with the has been elected president of DisUnited States Army in Germany. trict Federation of FFA.
Eight hundred and .sixty-eight
Charles Oakley, Certified Publwomen received Pap Smear in ic Accountant of Murray, has
Cancer Clinics conducted by loc- been named to Membership Cornal doctors at Calloway County mince of American Institute of
Health Center and sponsored by Accountants.
Delta Department of Murray
Mrs. James Harris presented a
Woman's Club.
on -Hats" at a meeting of
lesson
Dr. Hugh L. Oakley, head of
Protemus
Homemakers Club held
Department of Industrial Arts at
Virgil Lassiter.
Murray State College, was at home of Mrs.
Bob Thomas local florist,
elected. president of Kentucky
of Murray
Industrial Education at its con- spoke at a meeting
of Future
Chapter
High
School
vention held Nov. 8 and 9 at
America.
of
Homemakers
Louisville.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges presented
Barthcla Jo Wrather, daughter
of Mrs. Yandal Wrather of Mur- a review of the book; The Greatest Story Every Told by Fulton
ray, has started her duties as,third
grade teacher at an 'elementary Ousler at a meeting of WSCS of
'First Methodist Church.
school at Savannah, Ga.

DEAR ABBY
DFAH ABBY l'ti• keen an avid
Ian of 'our- .mcc I learned to read
At 35, I tiu,dh, need viiur advice
NI\ ..Asior is Id ears iildt•r than I
h‘e, oitl the other side of
alti,
tIn- (lint inent We are both married
and have children She is an engtiwer and I am all att4n-ne
I ILI\ e. null heard from her for two
tears She- and her kids call my
:thither and it her sister on an intermittent ha,1,, hlit she never calls
nit. Ni letters. no Christmas cards.
thank-tou notes (Or gills I send
to her and her family I have no
ideA w fit s-he is shutting me nut.
utid -he- Apparently hasn't discussed
it with our mom or my other sister
24-•--pro-14.--v- 4044441 41444444,41 to 1
14„4-/

quit trying to contact her Nly
resentment of her silence ILis
festering for so long rin :if raid iii
c:ill her fOr fear she ‘k ill butt me
more. or I will overrcact and ..1%
s
'thing stupid I (Inuit want
necessarily shut her children out
but since they ;ire- nuii teen agers
and have yet to rite or call to
thank me for birthdat and Christ
,,t1laS glft$, I have delleleAl not to send
diem anything else
I think about 111.1. !•1!•ter t?l'IIIIIiit
lv -it makes iii,'
ad,
,
1111 tired it
hutting my head against
ist .1 w all
Maybe it would hurl l,' -.d I
down the familt
.111,1
washed them iiiit
iii mold And
heart.Jut uu&L.

it fir., .Th1)\

‘‘firit

sisTt."Hi.E:ss

-.

DEAR SISTERLESS: I would
either call my sister or write to
her and tell her exactly what
you have told me in your letter.
Please let me know how you
fare. If you have done something to offend her and her children, she should let you know
what it was. She owes you an
explanation for her extended
silence. And her children now teen-agers - are certainly
old e
gh to acknowledge
Christmas and birthday gifts.

DAILY COMICS

plural!)
work

BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

ES
paint
is 18
cal re-

By GARY LARSON
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siding
win
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DEAR ABBY 1„ist winter. Illy
husband had to be placed in a home
for the mentally dist urbed Myquest ion' Should his name he
included em gnat- Clwistmas cards'
M(.1
I'VZZLED IN Si
DEAR PUZZLED: Ahmiltately.
S's

Nio% and then I
read amusing anecdote. lilt our column I %%mild like tii "hurl' one w it b
,111.1 that I hate used for inaliv
years, %t hen speaking to audiences
iii the subject if old age and retirement The author is unknott ti
1.)...4•14/•4Mig-hir• lu.'w-'st4et.. a444.4II
ret't`1%,(41 a bouquet of tlioters lii
beCatIlt•
tql 4111 reading' the
enclosed card which expressed deep
wevr OH'
in.
Iii te•lephone rang It was
the florist. apologiiing flu r hat mg
sent the wrong card
11h. it's :ill right," said the storekeeper "lin 1;iisitiessinan and I
understand how i tieSe I hIlig• uuti
happen
littt.- added the tioriSt, 1 sent
tour card lila funeral party T
"Well. w hat did- it sat "T ,isketi
the stoiekeeper
1•iingratillafions ii tour new
location.- was the re.plt
SE1,11; KAVEX.A. M I)

Home

iding

cons Call

repair
2674

DEAR DR. KAVKA: Funny
story! And I'm sure it gave your
audience a lift.
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For Abby, favorite family recupe,.
rend ii long. reltrad dresred en% elope,
plus cheek otr money order for $3.95
$4.50 in Canada o to: Dear 51t1”.
I. P.O. Kok 447. NI
'ookhomoklet
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DR. GOTT
'And then one of the little kids shined his
flashlight into the corner of the basement, and there
they saw these strange jars. ... Some said
'creamy, some said 'crunchy' ..."

CATHY
:a THE. '505, WOMEN STAYED
HOME wiTH THE CHILDREN.

IA -T11 '70s, WOMEN WENT
OUT IN TUE WORLD.

71 DON'T HAVE
TO WORN!

I'M TOO OLD
FOR THIS.

TWENTY YEARS LATER
CONSGIOUSNESSES RAISED,
U1510615 ExPANDED,
-DOORS OPENED,
RESPECT RESTORED
CONFIDENCE BOOSTED
CHALLENGES MET
A WHOLE DYNAMIC
NEW BREED Of WOMEN
FACE EACH OTHER AT THE
PRE-SCHOOL DROP-OFF

DONT HALlE
WORletr,

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
,its NC)t31GDF_AL,0K?RNM1
IS COMIN6- FOR
Di NNER.-1TS NOT
LIKE 1.4ERE GETtiNG
MARRiED! 6HE:5

r had
ured
ueen,
imps.
carts
ipade
that
bs, it

jUST
FettaND.

I DONT vOirtl" OUT° Do
wirriING DIFFERENT
THIS HRSTO Be A
RE,901..AR FAMILY MEALNo CANDLES,NO
CLOTH NAPI-sINSJ

\
,'i UNDER- e

NOW,I'M GOIN&TO GET
HER.WHEN SHE comes

k

elt.

IN,I WANT ENIERI/)-THING Tb

ReActeil

'

ToTAuY
INFORMAL,
OW.?

CAR FIELD
WHICH IS PRETTY
ENTERTAINING

I CAN'T PECIPE
WHAT TO WATCH

DEAR DR GOTT Twenty years ugh
I had 911 percent of iny thyroid gland
removed because of an overactive con
dition. A recent blood test indicated my
calcium is elevated and and my doctor
suggested I have my parathyroid
removed. I am unable to find any infor
mation on the parathyroid gland and
Previous Puzzle
to
Answer
31 Timetable
would appreciate your comments
abbr
.
1 Actress
TESTI R1113.YThi E
34 East of Tenn
DEAR READER The four parathy
Chase
LEAGU E
U NSAFE
Diocese
35
mid glands, which are imbedded in the
5 Greenland
Al
37 Land
A T.ICV. I S
•R
thyroid gland in the neck, regulate cal
settlement
measure
.T
L.A
I
I
9 Canine cry
111
S
cium metaboLism If one or more
(abbr )
is
That
39
12 Image
parathyroid glands is overactive. the
S I Z.E
E CT 0
40 --- Mahal
13 Dog in
level of calcium in the blood nses. lead
Nov
After
42
X
1
N:E
.R.H.O.N.E
Garfield
44 Shellfish
ing to constipation, nausea, vomiting,
RUDE
14 --- Tse-tung
genus
abdominal pain, weakness. kidney
15 Representa1 L
s ci
46 Stamp of
stones, and many other consequences
tions
approval
'T *0 A
Parathyroid function can be assessed
17 Between MT
48 Spread out
O RN
:A .• I tm
and MN
with special blood tests If one of the
Jargon
50
18 Southern
E NEE
LT
glands is overactive. it must be surgi
tubs
Large
53
blackbird
ISRAEL
cally removed
54 Soviet plane 'YE 0 M.A
19 Goddess of
55 King of
ES K IMO
IIR:E:E .SE
Remember. however, that parathy
discord
Bastian
21 Streisand
11-15-93 c 1993 United Feature Syndicate roid disorders are not the only cause (il
Revolve
57
movie
excess serum calcium, which may also
61 October brew
23 Storms
in
presence,of cancer, cur
Character
62
27 Between NB
5 Chemical dye be seen in the
DOWN
"Othello"
lain inherited abnormalities of calcium
Football
and ND
6
64 Now -----I Roman 3
excretion. sarcoidosis. lymphoma. and
28 Lay in
score(abbr.)
me down to
2 Lowest
surrounding
milk-alkali syndrome ffrom consuming
7 Own (Scot.)
slew
common
matter
8 Actress --excessive quantities of dairy products
Beatty
A
65
multiple
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Murray State University's
Fall Senior Day Saturday

MSU Chorale and Choral
Union will present concert

•••
•

Ilie Murray Stale University
Chorale and Choral Union will unite
to present a fall concert on Sunday.
Nov. 21, at First Baptist Church in
Murray at 2:30 p.m. The free presentation will be apen to the public.
Guest artists who will be appearing with the choir of more than 100
voices are Dr. Stephen Brown,
professor of music and university
organist at Murray State; Dot Mason of Murray, principal harpist
with the Paducah Symphony; and
Dr. Thomas King of Clarksville.
Tenn., voice faculty member from
Austin Peay University. Brown,
Mason,and King will be featured in
the "Christmas Oratono" by Camilk Saint-Sazns.
ha Wadkins of Benton, Paige
Gross of Paducah, Julie Causer of
Olney, Ill., Shane Morton of Benton. and Jeff Tichenor of Philpot,
ctudents in the department of music
at Murray State, will be featured as
soloists. The choir will also present
- Frostiana" by Randall Thompson.
Itompson's work is a suite of six
poems by Robert Frost set to music.
Two of the poems are set for mixed
chorus, two for women's chorus,
and two for men's chorus.
In addition, the University Dior-

Me will be singing "Alma Rockmptoris Maki by Palestrina and
"Canute Domino' by Pitoni.
The University Chorale is composed of students from Murray State
University. All students, regardless
of their major, we encouraged to
sing in the University Chorale. The
Murray State Choral Union draws
singers from the greater Murray
community, surrounding cities, and
Murray State students. Cities represented by this year's ensemble
include Benton, Mayfield, Alm°.as
well as Murray.
Neither choir is auditioned and
everyone who loves to sing is
invited to join in January. The
Spring program will include the
"Solemn Vespers" by Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart.

High school seniors -from Kentucky, Tennessee. Illinois, Indiana
4nd Missouri are invited to Murray
State University's Fall Senior Day.
Saturday. Nov. 20. The open house,
scheduled from I to 4:30 p.m. at the
Curris Center, will provide seniors
and their parents the opportunity to
ask Murray State School Relations

When it comes to skin care it's never
too early - or too late - to get started.
Call for your free lescon today. 753-6926
AMY WILSOMtedgar Times pncao
Ted Vaughn (center) receives a plaque for dedicated service to the Calloway County chapter of the American Red Cross from Dr. Don Jones
and Peggy Blilington.

Services for Joseph Larry Curd were Sunday at 3:30 p.m.. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and Alan
Martin officiated. The song service was by singers from New
F'rovidence Church of Christ with Bobby C. Stubblefield as
k'ader. Mrs. Oneida White was organist.
Adjive pallbearers were Will Ed Travis, Kelly Don Curd,
enny Kingins, Danny Kingins, Johnny Colson, Aaron Colson,
!lobby Dee Osbron and Elisha Taylor.
Honorary pallbearers were Freddie Roberts, Kim Kingins,
Hobby Joe Smith, and employees of Maintenance Department of
Iurray-Calloway County Hospital.
Burial- was in New Providence Cemetery.
Mr. Curd, 54, RL 2, Hazel, died suddenly Friday at 6 p.m.
at his home.
An employee of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, he was a
wteran of the Korean Conflict and a member of New Providence Church of Christ.
:Born Oct. 10, 1939, in Calloway County, he was the son of
ois Morris Curd and the late Joe Hamp Curd.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. June Kingins Curd, to whom
he was married on Sepi 17, 1960; one daughter, Mrs. Christie
Hurt and husband, Mark, Hardin; one son, Joe Dale Curd and
wife, Valarie, Rt. 2, Hazel; his mother, Mrs. Lois Curd, West
View Nursing Home, Murray; one brother, Don Curd and wife,
Judy, Murray; three grandchildren, Paige Hurt, Leah Hurt and
Jeremy Curd.
Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
Prices as of 9 a.m.
Ingersoll Rand................. 377/1•01
23Va-Vs
K-Mart.
K 1 Energy --__________. 29.1/2
173/4.1/4
Kroger .
L G & E ..... .....
29+1/1
Mattel _
S6-1/4
McDonalds
33+3/1
Merck
5231.4.'Is
J.C.
Peoples First.......... 391/2B 411/1A
Quaker Oats.....................
Schering-Plough................
unc
Sears.............. .....
651/4-3/1
Texacoedsi...1/4
Time Warner
29'/2+1/4

K'al-S1art

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

tit nutiful

Ilel-Air Center

u can bc

Wholesale and Retail
Caution Light
Murray
Western Wear & Tack
641
(502) 492-6144
Rt. 1 Box 13A
Hwy. 893 West
Hazel, KY 42049
SHOP AND El ;I 33
Larry I Lynda Ward
COMPARE!

Paris
641

Does your Hearing Loss
leave you feeling left out?

Joseph Larry Curd

Goodyear
1 B

how

State Line Western World
Hazel

DEATHS

Fisher
Ford Motor.------.-.-...62.14
• General Electric
unc
'General

fTlERLE ICIRMAir STUDIO
We know

NOW OPEN

The next performance by the
choirs will be at the traditional
Hanging of the Green,Sunday,Dec.
5, in the Curris Center on the
campus of Murray State.
The choir is conducted by Dr.
Bradley L. Almquist, director of
choral activities, assisted by Dr.
Kenneth Sipley, from the department of music education, and is
accompanied by Stacey Stalls.

Dow Jones lad. Avg..-.---- -1.96
DJ1A Previous Close..-.-368.1.51
Air Products--________
A T&
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton....--- 1143/4-1/.
'..Bristol Myers Squibb ......613/4+3/.
2
/
543/4-1
Chrysler4
/
Dean Foods...-----____. 271/2+1

representatives important questions
about admission policies, financial
aid and scholarship information.
In 'America's Best Colleges,' a
college guide published by "U.S.
News & Womid Report," Murray
State was rated in the top quartile
among the South's regional and
liberal aris universities.

HIWARD
LYONS

The Second Region U.S. Army ROTC Resource and Cadet Management
Excellence Award Is being presented to Joe Lawrence and Faye Wells, both
of the military science department at Murray State University. MM John
Modell is shown presenting the award on behalf of U.S. Army Second Region.

Special tour planned
The public is invited to join the
Animal Diagnostic Advisory Laboratory Committee at 10:30 a.m.,
Wednesday. Nov. 17, to tour Murray State University's Breathitt Veterinary Center in Hopkinsville.
Debbie McGuffey, associate director of the Council on Higher
Education, said no official business
will be discussed at the meeting. She
said most committee members have
not seen Breathitt Veterinary Center, so the meeting was called in
order for the committee to take a
tour.
The Animal Diagnostic Advisory

Laboratory Committee broadly
oversees the two state veterinary
centers located at Murray State and
the University of Kentucky.
The official mission of Breathitt
Veterinary Center is to increase the
profits of Kentucky's livestock producers and promote the health of the
state's animal population.
The lab operates in four functional areas, diagnostics, service,
research and education, in order to
meet its mission. Breathitt Veterinary Center is open from 8 .a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Formal sorority rush opens today
and continues through Wednesday
Beginning Monday and running
through Wednesday, Murray State
University females interested in
formal sorority rush may sign up
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in front of the
University Store in the Curris Center. A $25 fee will be assessed to
each female who signs up.
Jennifer Young, coordinator of
student organizations at Murray
State, said formal sorority rush,
sponsored by the Panhellenic Council, will be held Feb. 2-6. She said
sign-up is encouraged now, however, so interested females can be
assigned a Rho Chi.
A Rho Chi, according to Young,

is rush counselor who meets v. all
the interested female and discusses
sorority life. Rho ('his are sorority
members who dissociate themselves from their sorority and are
"unbiased," -Young said. They do
not persuade the perspective sorority member to join a particular
sorority, she said, they simply help
answer questions the student may
have about sorority life and explain
the rush process.

Let us help you join the fun...
Call today for your FREE Test!
Call For
Appointment
753-8055

206 South 4th
Downtown
Murray

Stone-Lang
Hearing Aid Center

While students may sign-up for
formal rush up until Feb. I. Young
encourages students to sign up next
week.

HOG MARKET
Federal-Stele Merle view. Service Nov. IS, 1143
Sesame,Pardon Ares Rog Martel Report lecl•des 3
Buying Steams Receipt,: Act 115, rel. 254 Barrows
Oils Amity 10.9 seedy SIAS hisher
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Ila
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US 13 IMAM II.
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S.111.114432.041
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12271111.21.1141
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One All-You-Can-Eat
Lunch Buffet 60-iti4

Before the Need Arises...
Picture Yourself With Better Hearing

605
Only $299 6eira
I until ()nix'

:41

Good thru 11 /18/91 Not mod with att other offer

.
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Two All-You-Can-Eat
Dinner Buffets 6010

OP

2only $699 60

•

4

Dinner

Onlz'

Good thru 11/18/01 Not hood

with anj

other offer

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York

Ask Us About
Forethought° Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Call For FREE Hearing Tests

Funeral Home, Inc.

206 South 4th St. • Downtown Murray • 75341055

713 South Fourth St.

2 Tossed Salads or
Only
2 Small SpaGatti's
9
2 16 oz. Soft Drinks $109
'
0'
,.•
Good thru 1 1/18/93 Not food with any other

DEFuRvEEERy

753-6800

offer

753-6656

Chestnut St.

home Owned and Operated

STONE
-LANG
MIMS MD CIDITES

2 Medium Pizzas
(One Topping V.sch)

FREE
DELIVERY!
Murray

